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INTRODUCTION

Our goal in this program continues to be the understanding of the role of

microstructure in the strength properties of ceramics. It is becoming

increasingly apparent to the brittle fracture community that the toughness

characteristics and flaw distributions of structural ceramics can be very much

influenced, sometimes with great sensitivity, by small details in the

microstructural makeup. For instance, the addition of less than 1% glassy

phase to the grain boundaries of alumina polycrystals can alter the fracture

properties dramatically, giving rise to significant improvements in strength.

However, without the additive phase the material is found to have the highly

desirable quality of "flaw tolerance", i.e. an insensitivity of the strength

to the initial crack size. It becomes important to understand such subtle

interrelations between materials characterization and fracture processes, in

order that we may on the one hand be able to establish reliable design

criteria and, on the other, tailor new, superior ceramics.

Emphasis is being placed on characterization of the grain boundary

interface in "model" ceramic systems, such as polycrystalline A1 2 03 , so that

the mechanical properties can be closely related to controllable processing

variables (e.g. impurity content, grain size, etc.). The toughness response.

particularly the R-curve (crack resistance curve as function of crack size).

is being followed as a function of these variables. It is expected that new

insights will be gained into the role of interfacial phenomena in mechanical

behavior, insights that will ultimately bear on such practical areas as

composite fabrication, coating-substrate technology, etc. The proposed

research offers a systematic approach to the design and tailoring of new

structural ceramic materials.

%



% To this end, NBS has established a joint venture with the ceramic

processing group, under the direction of Dr. M.P. Harmer, at Lehigh

University. AFOSR has committed funds to Dr. Harmer's group as part of a

companion, collaborative processing-tailoring (Lehigh) and mechanical

evaluation (NBS) program.

During the past year, work has focussed on the elaboration of the R-curve

behavior in alumina ceramics. This work is summarized in the four appended

papers:

(1) Paper 1 describes an in-situ study of crack propagation in alumina.

The predominant toughening mechanism is that of "grain bridging". The

observations show that interlocking grains and ligaments of unbroken material

in the wake of the crack front serve to apply closure forces to the crack

* surfaces: these forces must be overcome for the crack to propagate. This is

* a radical new observation, which has not been considered in any previous

theory of toughening.

(2) Pae describes a theoretical fracture mechanics model of grain-

localized ligament restraint behind an advancing crack tip. This model was

developed in collaboration with Dr. Y.W. Mai, Guest Worker from the Universit';

of Sydney. The theory provides a full fit of the R-curve for various aluminas

and glass ceramics. The one missing element in this analysis was the

underlying physical mechanism by which the interlocking grain bridges were set

up. We now believe that the restraint is tied up with "locked-in" thermal

expansion mismatch stresses in the non-cubic alumina structure. We are

6 currently incorporating this element into our theoretical analysis.

(3) Paper 3 takes the theory from papers 1 and 2 and uses it to

%: deterine thestrength characteristics of ceramics. We have been able t s

2
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the ensuing formulations to extract the fundamental toughness crack-size

dependencies for various aluminas and other ceramics, using a computer best-

fitting algorithm. We are currently fabricating alumina ceramics to enable us

to investigate the role of critical microstructural variables on the strength

behavior more closely. In particular, we are seeking conditions which

optimize the quality of "flaw tolerance" which is associated with strong

R-curve behavior.

(4) Paper 4 describes experimental grinding resistance data, and relates

these data to the R-curves. It is found, contrary to conventional wisdom,

that large-scale macroscopic toughness does not correlate with grinding

resistance. This is a consequence of teh R-curve behavior. Consequently, the

R-curve must be considered when selecting ceramic materials for optimum wear

resistance.

3
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Crack-Interface Grain Bridging as a Fracture Resistance
Mechanism in Ceramics: I, Experimental Study on Alumina

PETER L. SWANSON, CAROLYN J. FAIRBANKS, BRIAN R. LAWN,* YIU-WING MAI,*
and BERNARD J. HOCKEY

Ceramics Division. National Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg. Maryland 20899

Direct microscopic evidence is presented in support of an ex- established as a principal factor. '" The transformation events are
planation of R-curve behavior in monophase ceramics by generally taken to be confined within a 'process zone about the
grain-localized bridging across the newly formed crack inter- advancing crack tip, in analogy to the plastic zone responsible for
face. In situ observations are made of crack growth in tapered the R-curve behavior of metals. However. important as it is as a
cantilever beam and indented flexure specimens of a coarse- mode of crack impedance, transformation toughening is currently
grained alumina. The fractures are observed to be highly restricted to a select few ceramics and does not operate in "'simple
stable, typical of a material with a strongly increasing resis- monophase materials like aluminas Crack size effects in these
tance characteristic, but are discontinuous at the micro- latter materials have been attributed to several alternative causes.

, structural level. Associated with this discontinuity is the with virtually no direct experimental substantiation. Perhaps the
appearance of overlapping segments in the surface fracture most widely quoted of these is the proposal of a frontal mwrocrack
trace around bridging grains: the mean spacing of such cloud, in which discrete microfractures act as effective energy
"activity sites" along the trace is about 2 to 5 grain diameters. sinks in the field of the primary crack ' ' Another proposal is that
These segments link up with the primary crack beneath the an advancing crack tip is progressively impeded via direct inter-

.. specimen surface, and continue to evolve toward rupture of the actions with locked-in internal stresses (e.g., thermal expansion
bridge as fracture proceeds. The bridges remain active at large mismatch stresses)." Other possibilities that have been considered
distances, of order 100 grain diameters or more, behind the include crack restraint by pinning and bowing' and by deflection
crack tip. Scanning electron microscopy of some of the bridg- and twisting.' although these are noncumulative mechanisms:
ing sites demonstrates that secondary (interface-adjacent) they do not have provision to account for the remarkably long crack

* microfracture and frictional tractions are important elements size range over which the R curve rises in many materials.'
%,.. in the bridge separation process. Evidence is sought, but none Which of the above mechanisms, if any, predominates in the
%-, found, for some of the more popular alternative models of R-curve behavior of aluminas and other nontransforming ce-
% toughening, notably frontal-zone microcracking and crack- ramics' The current literature relating to this question is based

-,tiplinternal-stress interaction. It is suggested that the crack- almost exclusively on the capacity of theoretical models to match
interface bridging mechanism may be a general phenomenon measured fracture mechanics (e.g.. applied load vs crack size)
in nontransforming ceramics. data. The question of whether or not the proposed mechanisms

actually operate in the assumed fashion is not directly addressed in
!. Introduction this literature: support is provided only by circumstantial evidence

from limited postfailure examinations of fracture specimens. How-
5.-, T HERE is a growing realization that the crack resistance proper- ever. there is one set of observations. by Knehans and Stembrech. If

L ties of ceramics have an intrinsic size dependence.' At crack which allows us to narrow down the possibilities. They grew
sizes small in relation to the microstructure the toughness has cracks through several millimeters in alumina test specimens. and
values charactenstic of bulk cleavage (transgranular) or grain found strong rising R curves. Then they removed material adjacent
boundary (intergranular) energies. At large crack sizes the tough- to the walls behind the crack tip by sawcutting. taking care to leave
ness tends to somewhat higher, limiting values characteristic of the intact the immediate region at the tip. On restarting the crack, the
polycrystalline aggregate. The toughness function connecting resistance reverted immediately to the base of the R curve. The
these two extremes in crack size is the so-called "R-curve" func- unmistakable implication was that the toughening processes must
tlion, after the nsing crack resistance curves originally found for operate in the wake of the advancing tip. Of the mechanisms
metals. Such R-curve behavior is of great interest in the case of considered thus far. it is that of distributed microcracking which is
engineenng ceramics, for both the structural designer. who needs most compatible with this notion of a wake effect: indeed, the
to know the toughness characteristic in specifiable flaw size Knehans and Steinbrech experiment has been cited as evidence for

* ranges, and the matenals processor. who seeks a basis for tailonng the microcracking model.
new and supenor matenals. However. Knehans and Steinbrech raised another possibility.

Despite this increasing awareness of the importance of micro- that the source of the nsing resistance may lie in some physically
, structurally related size effects, there have been remarkably few restraining force across the newly formed crack interface This
. attempts at definitive identification of underlying crack resistance alternative proposal had received only passing mention in the pre-

mechanisms. A notable exception is in the zirconia-based ce- ceding ceramics literature 2 '' Knehans and Steinbrech have since
ramics, where transformation toughening is now unequivocally taken their case further, arguing specifically in favor of a grain

interlocking mechanism." " The idea of an interfacial restraint is
not the exclusive domain of the ceramics community; it has been
developed even more strongly in concrete" and rock mechan-
ics." '" although the detailed micromechanics of the actual sepa-
ration processes are hardly better understood. Thus it would seem

Prerened a the 01;h -\nnual ,leelin )I theC .meran (ceramic S4,Iewi,. (hikag. that the key to improving the toughness of nontransformint cc-
-

° ,  
It. SApril 1 ,s, a'%J Soentc [)i,. Paper Nil I66-B-16iS Rr~e, cd
i,ri :5 o, rr'I .c d ,,p% reetied 'Septemher 2 1i-6r .ppro'ed (ktoer 14 ramics could depend primarily on events which occur behind ra-

,r. SIxs ther than at or ahead of the advancinL crack Clearly there are" ' uprvired h the I S "Ar F,rte (tfii.e (,I Scentifc Rtes-,art.h itppinl fin P L S,

pr-.ied h, an "R( P ,sidnral FelI,-hip and upri for Y W 1 prm"Lded by important implications here in the microstructural design of
ne is BS (iueq o Workr Program ceramic materials
"%emher ;he -\mernlan (eramL Slx It"
01n lea',e tim the [)epariment 1, Mecthancal Engineering Lniverolio Sdnrev The present work is directed to the development of a crack

X6 S A 211 .ustrala resistance model incorporating the essential elements of the inter-

4
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(A) Indented Disk

Specimen-+

"1 I(B) Load Arm

& (B) /

Objective

17/// = --:flObjective
Fig. 2. Schematic of indentation flaw test used to ob-
serve radial crack evolution to failure: (A) plan view,
showing Vickers flaw on tensile surface; (B) side view.
showing flexure system. Specimen dimensions 25-mm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ diameter by 2-mm thickness. Biaxial loading. 2-mm-
radius punch on 10-mm-radius (3-point) support.

*- Fig. I. Schematic of tapered double cantilever beam
test specimen used to observe crack growth during load-

- ing: (A) top view; (B) side view. Specimen cut from
"*i triangular slab. 12-mm edge length and 2-mm thickness.

to produce crack 7 mm long. Starter notch length portantly. the strength plateau at small flaw sizes was seen in three
300 Msm. radius 100 Am. Wedge angle 60*. groups of ceramics, aluminas, glass-ceramics. and barium iti-

tanates, indicating a certain generality in the R-curve phenomenon.
Also, the magnitude of the effect was in some cases considerable.
amounting to an effective increase in toughness of more than a

facial restraint concept. It is in two parts. Part I describes experi- factor of 3 over a crack size range of some tens of grain sizes or
mental observations of controlled crack growth in a coarse-grained more. In that earlier studyal the microstructural element was intro-
alumina with strong R-curve behavior. A critical feature of these duced into the fracture mechanics in a somewhat phenome-
experiments is the facility to follow the crack response along its nological manner: here we seek to place the fracture mechanics on
entire length while the driving force is being applied. We confirm a firmer footing by relating this element more closely to identi-
the presence of grain-localized "badges" across the crack inter- fiable crack restraint mechanisms. Accordingly. a detailed analysis
face. over large distances (several millimeters) behind the tip. of indentation fracture data in terms of the bridging concept may
Part II deals with quantitative aspects of the R-curve behavior, by be foreshadowed as a future goal of our work.
a formulation of the bridging concept in terms of theoretical frac-
ture mechanics In this endeavor we borrow from analogous treat-
ments in the fiber-reinforced composite and concrete literature. II. Experimental Procedure
Our analysis does not aspire to a complete understanding of the It was decided in this work to focus on one material, a nominally
physical ligamentary rupture process, but nevertheless establishes pure. coarse-gr-ined alumina.' We have already made allusion to
a sound mechanical framework for characterizing the crack re- the implied generality of the R-curve phenomenon iSection I: our
sistance properties, choice is intended to meet the requirement of a "representative"

Before proceeding, it is well that we should draw attention to a material, but at the same time one which exhibits the R curve to
recent study on the strength properties of ceramic specimens con- particularly strong effect. (For quantitative measures of the petit-
taming indentation flaws. " -22 Indeed, some of the issues raised in nent R curve the reader is directed to the 'Il-labeled curves in
that study provided a strong motivation for ,he present work. Figs. 4 and 10 in Ref. 20. Figs. 6 and 7 in Ref. I. and Figs I and

S There, the idea was to investigate the fracture size range between 3 in Ref. 22.) The relatively large microstruciure of out material
the extremes of the microscopic flaw and the macroscopic crack by imean grain diameter 20 /Im) also lends itself to in situ e pen-
systematically varying the indentation load from specimen to mentation using ordinary means of microscopic observation. In
specimen. It was found that on reducing the indentation flaw size certain instances where it was deemed useful to run comparati c
the corresponding strength did not increase indefintel,. as required tests on specimens without the influence of microstructure. sap-

% by ideal indentation fracture theory (i.e.. theor, based on the phire was used as a control material.
notion ot an invar'ant toughness). but tended instead to level off at As indicated, a major feature of our cxperinental procedure is
a strength charactei istic of the intrnsic microstructural liaws This the facility to monitor the evolution of fracture during the applica-
response was attributed to the influence of R-curve behavior In- tion of stress. Accordingly. direct observations %.erc made of the

crack growth by optical microscopy, using the two loading con-
figurations shown in Figs. I and 2. The specimens were surface-
relief polished with 0.3-Mm A1 2O, powder to delineate the coarser
grain boundary structure In some cases a thermal etch pre-

'vcai grade (C-, P,rteialn C, .,,Ien. (o treatment at ( 1050'C for 2 hI was used to enhance tine details in

* 5
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this structure. An important element of our experimental philoso- (2) Cantilever Beam Experiments
phy here is that. by virtue of the enhanced stabilization in crack The in situ observations of fracture in the tapered cantilever
growth which attends strong R-curve behavior.' we may hope to beam specimens (Fig. 1) were carred out while carefully and
observe critical events which in conventional postfailure analysis slowly driving in the mouth-opening wedge. These observations
(or even in interrupted tests) might pass unnoticed, were all made in air, so that some rate effects were apparent in the

The first of the test configurations. Fig. 1, is a modification of crack growth (although the velocities were usually much less than
the familiar double cantilever beam specimen. Generally, the regu- 10 m s '). There was a tendency for the first stage of fracture
lar rectangular beam geometry is retained for quantitative evalu- to occur suddenly over a distance of several grain diameters from

ation of the R-curve behavior Part [l. Here, however. a tapered the starter notch tip. "Pop-in" behavior of this kind is not uncom-
geometry was used. width increasing in the direction of ultimate mon in notched specimens, of course: in such cases the initial
crack propagation. The main crack was started at a sawcut notch fracture response can be influenced strongly by the local notch
by inserting a metal wedge. Subsequent crack extension could be configuration. However, discontinuous crack growth was also

controlled via a micrometer drive system, to which the wedge was commonly observed in the subsequent loading, over distances as
fixed. The whole system was attached to the stage of an optical small as one or two grains. There is the suggestion here of an
microscope to allow for continuous monitoring of the crack evo- element of discreteness in the mechanics which ultimately under-

lution. Pertinent dimensions of the test geometry are included in lies the R-curve behavior.

the caption to Fig. 1. Appropriately. attention was focused on regions of identifiable
The second configuration. Fie. 2. simulates the controlled flaw -activity sites" behind the advancing crack tip during monotonic

test used previously to infer R-curve behavior from strength data loading to "failure." An example of the kind of observation made

-. iSection 1) A Vickers diamond was used to introduce an inden- is shown in Fig. 3, a low-magnification reflected-light mosaic of

tation flaw at the center of a disk flexure specimen. The disk was a particular specimen at six successive stages of fracture. The field

then loaded axially in a circular-tlat on three-ball-support fixture: -4 of view along the crack length covers the first 2 mm from the
Aith the indentation on the tension side. Again, the entire fixture starter notch at left (not included in the figure). At final loading.
Aas attached to a microscope stage for in situ viewing of the crack stage VI in Fig. 3. the crack extends clearly across the full 7-mm

eolution A ideo recording unit was particulart useful in in- length of the specimen. although again without separating into two

-terpretin, some of the more subtle features observed with this parts. The areas labeled (A). IB). and iC illustrate particularl,

contiguratton. Reference is made to Fie. 2 for relevant test geome- clear examples of progressive crack-flank damage evolution

itr, dimensions. through the loading sequence. These areas are magnified in Figs. 4

Some additional, static observations were made on the above to 6 for closer scrutiny of the microstructural detail.

specimens to add weight to our ensuing case. For example, in the In zone A, Fig. 4. we can follow the formation and rupture of
eent of toughening associated with a frontal microcrack cloud, a single ligamentary bridge through all six stages. In stage I the
one might anticipate some detectable surface distortion either surface fracture trace appears to be segmented about a large gram.
ahead or in the wake of the primary crack tip. Accordingly, surface as though the primary crack may have stopped and then reinitiated
profilometrN scans were taken perpendicular to the crack traces on on a secondary front. However. on switching to transmitted light
some of the cantilever specimens. The cantilever configuration was (e.g.. see Fig. 7(B)) and focusing into the subsurface regions of the

more convenient in this regard because the entire wedge-loading transparent material, the apparently isolated segments were found
fixture could be transferred onto the profilometer stage, thereby to connect together into a common crack interface. Hence the

allowing the crack to be examined without unloading. Also. antici- bridge is grain-localized in the projected fracture plane. On pro-
pating that we might need to look more closely at events at the level ceeding to stage I1 we note that the crack segments about the
of the grain size or below, some of the unloaded disk specimens bridging grain have increased their overlap but have not yet linked
were examined by scanning electron microscopy, up. although the detectable main tip is now some 0.75 mm distant.

There is an indication of enhanced reflectivity beneath this same
grain, indicating that the crack-segment overlap extends beneath

III. Results as well as along the surface. By the time the primary tip has
( 11) General Observations advanced more than 1.2 mm beyond the bridge, stage 111. the

Our initial examinations of the fracture patterns produced in the upper crack segment appears to have linked up completely with the

alumina test specimens revealed some intersting general features. main fracture trace. This does not signify the final state of rupture.

. The clearest and most immediate indication that we were dealing however, for there are signs of continued local crack activity

A.with a crack-interface effect was that, after "failure" (as marked by around the grain of interest, notably at left, through stages IV and
a sudden propagation of the cracks to the edges of the specimen. V. We point out that the pnmary crack tip is at least 2 mm. i e.

the fractured segments tended to remain intact An additional force approaching 100 grain diameters, ahead of the bridge site Finally.

was required to separate the pieces completely This was our first at stage VI, the lower crack associated with the original bridge

clue that the %halls behind an advancing tip must indeed be re- appears to have closed up somewhat. perhaps reflecting the release

strained bv some remnant forces acting across the interface, of some interfacial frictional tractions.:
Zone B. in Fig. 5. evolves in much the same way,. but w"ith

Closer surface inspections along the crack traces at various.- ,tages of propagation soo~n helped to reinforce ths last convction, ceran at the above-mentioned features delneated more trongly
staes frpag n o aerilpd w o preoinorcently trislaconv .a The initial crack segmentation, stage III. and subsequent linkup.
The fracture in our matenial was predominantly intergranular. asinescefo ththerCinoeA
previously reported -'' There were signs of some secondarv stage IV. differ little i essence from that obercd i cone A
activntv" adiacent to the v alks of the citherie primary crack However. the trace of the crack segment which runs hel,,t the

hrdeL actiitY adicen toch thednk wallsd ofea the stages prIllcrc
interface. but never further distant than one or two cram diameters bridging grai and which. ncidentall,. would appear n ,age III

%rom this ntcrtace It will be our aim i the tallow nn sections to to he the more likely to lead to the ultimate rupture ot the hament i

ontirrn that this itiertace-related activity is a manitestation ot a cos up much more abrupik and conipletel. han its c nnterpir
in zone A Interlacial tractions persist on loading to tae \.i,

S ratn-locihted isaedth the wakectsi ad ng mcro- esidced b, the appearancc of aditional s.laln. noal tf seure,
axalwin Ot"Tc. a,,,, ilted Aith the Aake oft an td a c n i,.ro - c ic cd hte a p aac fi dto a n l :l i

Srack iboud "hut the separating gram F.amlnation in tri,'mrittcd icht durra,:
this stage re,,ealed uhtantial suhUrtdcc tisIT, it .t".Ln more Jr.i
rmattc indications ot unreliced traCtions are ci diit trotr the pst.
mortem configuration at stagc VI inal epar tmtion ha,s c,urred

through virgin material. ,eemingel1 ,isoidtn" the incpienti ira,
Is'ra s i ,o. -& .,- J i ",,'h- ', 1 .t' ntrisrts ,.'' " i r , ',t, .~ ture paihs apparent In' the re tloUs microm raphs-, a. me.',s.rc ot the"

.re'., paths appar enur. ,iTa the prnNl microaphs ASc'S "*,

, , , , l, , ,, ,. disruption caused b. this final rupture is el'en b% the cstn,%c
h , n ",,~ ,. . , n ,r a. r',c ''' 'debris. Niible as the region ot highl\ ditfuse retlection. lodgCd
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hetween the crack walls at the original bridge site. Figure 7 shows typical micrographs of this region. In paricular.
Consider now the third area in Fig 6. zone C. In the initial evidence was sought which might point to the existence of a cloud

,tate. IV. substantial microcrack overlap occurs. predominantly of distributed microcracks about the terminus. In keeping with the
along grain boundaries. tollowed b transgranular microrupture popular notion of discrete microfracture initiation at or above some
,ithtn the initial span of bridging material. stage V. Again. the critical tensile stress level within the near crack field, we might
tinal rupture path largel., ignores the pre,,Lousl, formed, localized expect to observe diffuse scattering within an extensive frontal
crack segments microcrack zone.' " No such extended diffuse scattering was e%.cr

We note that at each bridge-rupture site 'zones .4. B. C' the detected in our experiments. Sometimes apparently unconnected
uimulatixe amount ot ,uriace-exposed crack length is approxi- surface traces were obsersed in the terminus region ic L . as in

matel.R _? times the shortest straight-line path through the bridging Fig 7€/l)i but. like their cemented counterparts be hnd the tip.
,ire, \loreoser. the total fracture surface area incorporates a sig- these invariably connected up at a depth of a grain diameter or so

nificant amount of transgranular fracturing. The bridges clearlx beneath the surface.
represent an ntrinsicall, high-enere, source of fracture resistance. Further null evidence for an extended transverse microcrackine

In choosing our examples above we have. for obvi~ous reaons. [one was provided b,, the surlace protilom tcer trace, Thee 's.ere
',, ued ,n the most conspicuous sites, i c . the sites insol inc the taken perpendicular to the loaded crack configuration seen in
'arvgt hridging rains Higher magnification examinations ,i 'lac IV. Fig 3 the result, oi sc.cral scan,. both ahead and
*adced 5 rack sx1cm, such as thait in Fi.,s I toi f' resealed a hieh behind the crack tip. are shims.n in Fie S Minute suriace detail
cnrs it smailer. hut no less actie. sites,. particularl. toward the asoc ated with the relie poihin , apparent in the "cans, hut ;ti

rALture rerminas These were again ., ident as surtace it iet traccs tiii casc is there n". indication )t i !cneral 11l1,1itn1 indu.cd up

n rtle, tlt nir subsurtace scattering .enters in transmission. It acis riing it material adlaccnt to the irck ititertacc
'hcrchs etimatcd that the mean separation het cen cra ica-
ment, -iuld le as low as 2 to 5 grain diameter, t Indentation-Strength Experiments

A ith the reali/atlin that ttr micrscopilc ohscratrins sscre Direct oheratons were made o crack ,roxth froIm \ ickr,

,apahlC t it detecting grain-scale micritractures w hile liad as,, indentation flaws durine loading to tatlure i Fl 2 \ \ c\antplc oi
maintained. particularly in iflluminatiin h,. transitted hiht, attcn- the final fracture pattern prtduced in this contlicuration is cirrn in
tin was tumed to the region aheid o the primary crack terminus Fiu ') We see that once the initial radial cracks tra.crse the central

6- 9as.L.s, e tej_ e
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(A)
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Fig. 7. Reflection A, and transmission Btl micrographs of loaded DCB specimen (equivalent in growth ito about stage l1s in Fie 3.

-4p

Height Scale

Crack 2

A. B

mmmm F

Distance Scale

S Fig. S. Surtace proFiltmeter traces transverse tio crack plane in loaded
- iumina DCB specimen Detectable crack tip lies on trace D Height scale Fig. 9. Reflected light micrograph of a Vsickers indentation site in a

kn -int k2reatl ' magnified relatise to distance scale No svrtace uplift 'fractured" alumina disk Initial radial cracks trom loss load iS Ni indenta-
%idiacuni to crack atls is esident idiamond tvlus radius I gm. hurt- ion arrest at first encounter wsith grain boundarsI and erows discontinuousts
* ;.ntai po~siton uncentaint\ IN) Am. sertical unccrtaints Ill nm tor alonk boundanies as flexural strcss is applied Specimen thcrmall' etched
*ni; .sjelength. i e It6 tAm. toprieraph\ cariationsi to reveal gramn structure

:rain, .khich encomipass the indentation impression, the fracture beamn experitment,, Notss ithstanding these discontinuities. the
* pr 'seedsprintaril in the tatitil ar intergranular ititde Once inure - cracks ssere characterieed fit strong pretat tire stabilit\. ortnces

ihis rasture tuns to the specimien c\tremntiis wsithiout causingi corn- extertdiniz to the edges of the 2.5-rrm-radius diss us ithiut dn%
~l etc 'epaati~tt stn of cats ront ross rn [here is nio diiuht that local residual

O ne ,r Or Ackri *sslCdeeCd ci i)ils here st-is to look in tine detail contact stresses cintrihute ito this stabilmt. u nIsitpr on
ei(t he risk :csp inse prior to t ilure \cctrdini~ks the tests wsere paratise runs tin sapphire inticrostnetlu re-t reel specimens tinder

n in it k)" stre-siniL rates. in air. lor Lreatest ease itt ibser atiiin. identical test conditiiins shuow mitch smaller. t c_ -11111. preCuir-
I '.i~j ! the timec to tailor- ws as ekcral miniites \t hieh ids-n- stir stable Lrossth prior tio failure. It seetms reasonable to cineludc

iatt ads11k - tiH ' 1 NisUch that the scale it the startiniz radial that the enhanced stabtli/at-on in the putl~cr\vtaltne al01mina. is
~ralskl sobstantialls exeeued that it the mierostructure. the trac- direct manilestation itt a rtsini. R? curse

ture showed an csen strotngcr tendencs tii discontinuous esutlution. At loss indentation lotads ( t to Il0 N I the e% tdence t or discon-
,%cr distances of a tess vrams or oit than noted in the cantilever tinuitt in the stabiliced crack growthi was even more emphatic

I1~0
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Fig. II. Reflected light micrograph of polion )i I rdl raAk :n. tractured-but-intact alumina disk Diturhtncc- if 'imc ,nTAr' ,..'ad! i:_. StFig. 10. Reflected light micrograph at a se mented radial crack ina grainusevident ao i
'. partalls fractured alumina disk

be an important factor in the R-curve behavior: see Part I11
. This is the region of the load-insensitive plateau in the srength Some of the broken specimens remained intact to a dcyree w hih
O data- referred to in Section 1. The radial cracks seemed to remain left much of the grain bridging debris trapped between the :rask

"trapped" at the encompassing grain boundaries (see Fig. 9) during walls. An example is shown in Fig. 11 There are clear idicatiins
the flexural loadinR up to some critical level, at which point a of loosening and dislodging of interface-adjacent zram alonL the
sudden burst of growth ensued. This initial grovth pattern was crack trace. It appears from the wa,, some of these disturbed grain,
highly variable from specimen to specimen. In many cases the are rotated about their centers that there are intense local tractions

egrowth distance was small, of the order of grain dimensions, before at work. In extreme cases the intensity of these tractions is ut-
"rrestng Also. individual radial cracks tended to propagate inde- ficient to detach the grain completely, and with Nome ener2% to
pendently. at different levels in the loading. We may liken this spare: in some of the in situ video recording sequences individual
initial phase of the fracture evolution to the pop-in observed in the grains occasionally disappeared along the crack trace in a single

, beam configuration (Section 112)); however. now we can be cer- frame interval ie.g.. upper left of trace in Fig. 9. Such "pop-out
tam that we are indeed observing an intrinsic property of the events invariably occurred as the applied loading was being n-
small-scale flaw and not some artifact due to the fracture e.g.. creased, so the tractions cannot be attributed to spurious closure

, notch) geometry. On increasing the applied loading further these forces.
radial cracks continued to extend intermittently. but at an in- For more detailed investigation of the crack-interface esent,.
creasing jump frequency with respect to stress increment Thus the specimens of the kind shown in Fig II were examined b\ can-
smoothness" in the approach to ultimate failure depended on the ning electron microscopy. Figures 12 to 14 are appropriate micro-

number of jumps activated during the loading In some extreme graphs. Figure 12 shows clear examples of the phy,ical contact
cases the initial burst of crack propagation w,,-as so 'energetic" as to restraints that can persist at an otherise % delr opened crack
take the stressed system spontaneously to failure. interface. Figure 13 presents a slightly more complex picture Here

It was also observed that the same kind of discontinuous crack the grains in the centers of the fields of view hase dcelipcd
growth and arrest occurred at prominent natural tlaws in the alu- secondarv% microtractures in the base region of attachnicnt to one
mina specimens. These flaws included grain pullout sites on of the crack walls. There is a trong element if transgranular
i mpertectly polished surfaces and internal fabrication pores Oc- failure asociatcd w ith this microtracture process. particularl, e\s.-
:asionallv such flaws provided the ultimate center ot failure. most dent in Fig. 13I.-I Lastly. Fig. 14 illustrates ai case in which i
notabl\, at the low end if the indentation load scale. rhere seemed bridgig grait has broken ,iw\a front both walls, and is presumabl\.
little tendency for these competing sites to interact with each other. on the serge ot detachment lram the interfacc Indeed. oi inoir
althouvh ine.itablv neighbors would occasionall, cobine it) pro- fragments of material have alread, been thrown oil as lr,icture
duce an enlarged. set still stable. composite crack debris. notabh at lower let ot the micrograph.

Our ibser.ations of Istrong discontinuit\ and enhanced ,a- \k with the cantilcer beam specimens. e\dcce s., m'1iht
hll~ation in the indentation- stren th pecirrens turns our attention. that miht re\cal the presence lif in extended trintal inic,crt Kin,-
Ai n the .. ntiic.cr beami esperiment,, tto ccnt, hhind the _row- ;',ne about the tip, ot arr'cd prima , !r.Ik in tL' 1icretth
:nz crack tip Lsscntiall. 'iur in siu examinations (t the radial specimens \e in. ui such Min dC1ce %,, lound ;i thc 'l \1
.ra'.k eolutin ti tailure re%ealed the same kind tl Leneral r - risers,., iris

-. hridinrg features as described earlier in Figs 4 to () Fig,urc Itl
i sni '-,s an example it a particularl, large hrilgvine si behind the . I)iscussion

, •ID, ,i an extended radial crack Sites it this kind hocitcd as ir back
, the .ndentation inpresslion corners remained ,Lt%C throughout kc ha c loked hclo .. it the ticristlu~tur:al ,. el . ii tie
the erowth to tailure. even in thiise specimens -.kith millnimcter prcc,sc, oi rack restraint Iin I coarse- raitied lurnitna i h it m,i

scle stable extensions. ciintirming that interface restraints act iicr crial thd u,.0L h oscnsihl i itiple. nontranhlrnin tc etiallk.
%' ,istances ,n the irder it I ) .grains or more l'he clt-con,tenc , how front R-curs cc charcter ,Cs (sur oher,,lion, pro tL

it the grain eparatiin patterns in the twio specimen t, pes examined clear e, idence ftr !rain- lcalied bridges at the new f tormted5 .

- here serves to atlia, an, concern that we might be ibscrvin somc crack interlace hi-lnd the tip These ibscrvation, tic in with the
test-geimetr-pecfic arlitact ialthough Leometr, effects can still sawcutting experitents (it Knehans, and Sleihrech Section I.
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therefore plenty of evidence to suggest that this is a general phe- again, the absence of an, abrupt increases in the crack resistance
nomenon. As far as the present stud goes, our focus on alumina curve (i.e.. on the scale of the microstructure itself) excludes

Sdoes not allow us to extend this generalization to other ceramics. certain mechanisms, e g., deflection, pinning and howing, as pit
However, some preliminary observations on other ceramic systems tential partners Whether internal stresses hase any thing t) do " ith
in these laboratories. e.g., glass-ceramics, along with the implied the bridging mechanism advocated here. e g .b establishing suit-
universality in the R-curve phenomenology from the earlier. able conditions for creating the ligamentarv elements in the tirst
broader-based indentation-strength stud " (see Section I). mdi- place, is a possibility that might well be explored.
cate that the interface-bridging mode may be far more widespread In summary , our obserations provide strong, direct evidence
than hitherto suspected for grain-localized bridging elements as a principal source ot

" Although there appears to be little doubt about the location of R-curve behavior in nontranstorming ceramics. The actual ph,,s-
. the toughening agents in our material, the nature of the actual ical separation process involves secondary cracking and frictional
. separation process remains somewhat obscure We have presented interlocking, but the detailed micromechanics remain obscure We

compelling evidence for the continual development of secondary have nevertheless managed to obtain some feeling for the critical
fractures, accompanied by frictional tractions, around bridging dimensions involved in this process fc( the alumina used here In
grains, confirming in large part a mechanism foreshadowed by particular, we gauge the mean bridge spacing, as reflected by the
Knehans and Steinbrech and co-workers. " " However. what we scale of discontinuous crack growth, to be -2 to 3 grain diameters,
have not been able to determine is the specific form of the discrete and the interfacial traction-zone length behind the crack tip to be
force-separation function that defines the micromechanics of the Z 100 grain diameters. These dimensions will serve as a basis tor
bndge rupture event. About all that we might say about this func- our fracture mechanics modeling in Part II.
tion is that it probably has a pronounced tail. bearing in mind the
persistent activity at the bridging sites in Figs. 4 to 6 (in some cases APPENDIX
long after one or the other of the overlapping crack segments
appears to have linked up with the primary fracture surface). Evans and Faber' provide a formulation of the frontal micro-

The present study. in addition to identifvin, a most likely source cra,.k zone model from w hich we can estimate the spatial extent o
of toughening in nontransforming ceramics, calls into question the any microcracking Assuming that the prtmar. -crack microcrack
,alidtty of practically all alternative models. Recall our earlier interaction arises principally from an averaged dilatanc'A ithin the
assertion (Section I) that the evidence .ited in favor of these alter- frontal zone. yet ito a first approximation) without perturbing the
nati,,e models in the literature is almost imariably circumstantial. stress field outside the zone. these authors take the zone width
based at best on post-mortem fractography. The popular notion of (measured perpendicular to the crack planei as
a profuse frontal microcracking zone is a prime case in point. We
are unaware of any direct observation of such a zone about a h = [3' 11 - v:,"/12irJ(K' cr r

growing crack in any nontransforming ceramic material (although where v is Poisson's ratio. K' is the stress intensitv factor associ-
there are some recent indications that microcracking may have a ated with the applied field, and ca is the cntical local stress for
role to play in transforming., multiphase ceramics:% Our own microcrack initiation. Inserting v 0.22, K' = 6.5 MPa-m :
observations gave no indication of dispersed microcracking (other (saturation toughness. see Part Ill and o', = 20 MPa (estimate
than the bridging grain secondary fractures immediately adjacent to from Evans and Faber). we obtain h 5mm for our alumina

.e the crack walls). Yet according to the frontal-zone models we
would expect events in the alumina to be observable as far distant
as several millimeters from the crack interface (Appendixi. More- Acknowledgments: The authors gratetull' acknowledge stimulaing di'-

fussoni with R F Cook. E R Fuller. F F Lange. D B Marshall. R Steinbrec
over. one would expect to find these events manifested cumu- and M V Swain during the course of this work T Vorburger pertormed the pro
latively as a genera] uprising of material adjacent to the crack trace lometer traces

on the free surface of the fracture specimens. since it is via a
predicted dilatancy that the microcracking makes its predominant
contribution to the toughening.' Striking examples of this kind of References
uprising have in fact been reported in studies on zYrcona. Y Ma and B R Lawn. Crack Siabiiiy and Toughness Characiensts i

Bnittle Matenals. Ann Ret Water Sol 16. 4i5-34 i 19 6.
where the dissipation-zone description is beyond dispute. Again. :D Brock. Chs 5 and 9 in Elementary Fracture Mechanics \artinus-Niihi
the ceramics profilometry examinations revealed nothing fat least Boston. 1982

'R C Garsie. R H Hannink. and R T Pascoe. 'Ceramic Steel. " tiiur" L,t
within the resolution limit of the profilometer) to support the di- doi 258 155371 703-704 11975)
latancy argument in the alumina studied here 'Advances in Ceramics. Vol 3. Science and Technro f ii Zirconta Edited h's

Reference was made in Section I to another possible model. . H Heuer and L W Hobbs American Ceramic Societ,. Columbu,. OH 1l45
'R A McMeeking and A G Eans. Mechanics cil Transtormaion Toughening in

based on crack-tip/internal-stress interactions, for explaining the Bnitle Matenals. J .Am Ceram Sic . 65 (21 242-46 , S-2i2
R-curve behavior. At first sight this model does appear to be able 'R G Hoagland and J D Embur. "A Treatment ot Inelatl [Oiornmation \round

a Crack rip Due to Microcracking. J Am ceram S,, 63 I Na (" , .i
to account for most important features of the R curve, especiall, \ G Esans and K T Faber. 'Crack Growth Resistance oi 6ti~r..rasking Briitle
the long range in crack sizes (relative to the grain structure) over Materals.m 4 Ceram Sic . 67 141 255-1 Ia1

w R W Rice. R C Pohanka. and W i McDonough. Elte ,q Strec lri
which the toughness rses: it is argued that the microscale cracks Thermal Expanion Anuotrop,. Phase Transtrmatri. and sec nd Phae, m hc
are most likely to experience the full effect of local tensile forces Strength ot Ceramics..J Am Ceram N,,( 63 lIt .121 '(0t l, Inx,'F F Large. 'The Interaction (it a Crack Front %0nt da cs lei Ph~ /)r~t'r,n,
but that. as extension proceeds, the cracks should gradually aver- P,,% F,,a! 22. he nten70)
age out over alternative tensile and compressive grain elements.' K T Faber and -\ G, Es,.-,. Crack [)eilerion Pr,,rec, I Tic,,r,
However. if this were to be the whole stor,. the toughness of our 11 L.pernment ' ( 'Mfeal 31 11 55 h -- .10i0

R Knehans and R Steinbreh. Mernors Ellettol (ra~ik Rctr.inaI troc s i,-
polycrystalline alumina should saturate out at the grain houndarv (rak Grwith in N1,ihed \1.0, Spea,iien, I 1r.r , 1"

energy, so that, since the grain boundary is weaker than the matrix ,x rit
\ I, Iin, \ H Heuer. and 1) 1 Pwrer Pr I') - 1 f,- ,

single cr\stal (for otherwise the fracture would be transeranular. '.,d ( dlcd , ) %1t R Taplhn I nir-ri ,rt \%..iiarh,,, ('rs'I, Pre ,
the saturated toughness could never exceed that if sapphire l'h, P-(I F(uhner ,rd \W Inlek. Subcriirsal (ra~k is\icir,-, ltr~ c,', , i I,

is inconsistent i lth the preitous indentation-strength stud., ,A hcre ,l"I' , ,aine Vumtiina. "J Var 12 I ' I-

the ,trength-load' (or equivalentl., toughness-load curs cs tor .R Kchan, an R Sieinbrch '[tect M I raI 5 ,, c

polcrvstallinc alumina and sing le-crystal sapphire :riss each airuai ,I \it). Bend Specimens. , i i r,m 12 rI i -x ,
t IOcuca ler R Knehas.. and R Steinrcbr i.th[l nc F trin iJ, oi: t , R"

ther %loreit) er, the internal stress model canniti explain the o - -,.i r Bichas or of \1 0. ' To i published in S, I i I , I d I
servatbin if R-curve behavtor in specimens with large starter ' \ (riliarhmr. M\1 adeer d, Man , P.rtrn lni (. I, k I ,

notches: the stress-averaging effect is necessarly alread, cimplete i ,,,, ( ( i n Re t 6 a! of 42 o I4cTh, i

in such large crack configurations Ot course. the pissihi lits rc St \ .,,ers haratana and S P Shah. Prethiion,q n ri I rj, t,;t, P ,- ,
mans that these same internal stresses could plas a secondar, riole. iT .Sreie /Ib ! cr ci StirS P1(' I rIP 12 J.t -Kis \. , Imans. 1. ', , ansin . Subcntltical F ras lure P'rrpas-ai on t R) 'a . "Sri I i.l~ iifirai,'s

by acting in concert with some other toughening mechanism. I sing the Steihiwi' ,i Frature vtechants and 's.n Drnisri Io 1.,nrc Ph Ii
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',. Crack-Interface Grain Bridging as a Fracture
:,. Resistance Mechanism in Ceramics: 11, Theoretical

~Fracture Mechanics Model
t YVIU-WING MAI' and BRIAN R. LAWN*

Ceramics Division. National Bureau of Standards. Gaithersburg. Maryland 20899

A fracture mechanics model is developed for nontransforming 1. Introduction~~ceramics that show an increasing toughness with crack exten- _ _

sion iR-curve, or T-curve. behavior). The model derives from W E HAVE presented direct experimental evidence in Part I for
the observations in Part 1. treating the increased crack re- W amode of crack restrait by grain-localized interfacial
sistance as the cumulative effect of grain bridging restraints bridging behind the advancing tnp' The suggestion was made that

Soperating behind the advancing tip. An element of discreteness this mode of restraint is probably a dominant mechanism of
isicroae no h omldsrbtinfnto o h R-curve behavior in ceramics, at least in nontransforming ce-

ramic Coseunty incrpoate int ah needa totibto funvtion ao sutbheratr. ~~~crack-plane restraining stresses, to account for the primary racsCneutlhresanedodvepasuabefaue
%.discontinuities in the observed crack growth. A trial force- mechanics model. to establish a sound basis for materials design

e separation function for the local bridge microrupture process This need constitutes the primary, driving force for Part 11 of our
is adopted, such that an expression for the microstructure- study. We shall derive a formulation for the crack resistance as anassociated crack driving (or rather, crack closing) force may increasing function of crack size. bounded in the lower limit b,6

be obtained in analytical form. The description can be made to some intrnsic toughness (determined by bulk cleavage or grain
fit the main trends in the measured toughness curve for a boundary energies) and in the upper limit by the macroscopic
coarse-grained alumina. Parametric evaluation.i from such fits toughness (representative of the microstructural composite) Fol-
conveniently quantify the degree and spatial extent of the lowing Part 1. we shall again take coarise-grained alumina as our
toughening due to (he bridging. These parameters could be representative matenal, using the measured scaling dimensions for
useful in materials characterization and design. It is suggested the interfacial bridging process as a basis for quantiative anah' is

that the mechanics formulation should be especially applicable of the observed R curve (or. as we shall come to call it. the T
to configurations with short cracks or flaws, as required in curve) In settng up our model we will be particularly mindful of

'€ strength analysis. the discontinuous iyet highly stable) nature of the crack growth
during the loading to failure. most notably in the strength configu-
rations.' Speaking of strength configuration, the present analysis

• supersedes that describezd in an carhier study, using controlled
Presented at the KXh %rinuilstectitiv ) the %1Tm.r1dn ( raMl .S % e' C hlk.aoo flaw s.:,' w here the m icrostructural contribution it) the fracture =

IL -Nirfl 10( I9XIS BdSIL stiente D--i~n Papcwr is, IM € H 4hi Re,e,d mlechanics was introduced empiricallyv without reference to any
r

~AprflI 19K IR res ,,ed -,, l, ted S .ptee her ' 10)i appr-,cd 0Xtwher 14 specific toughening mechanisml
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Our observations in Part I provide little clue as to what funda- K,, = T = T- K' ,
mental material quantities should appear in this relation, but the),
contain some indications as to the form ti.e pronounced taitl and The quantity T = T(c) defines the eftectise toughness function. or
spatial extent i.e.. as determined by the critical bridging dimen- T curve. To obtain a rising T curve, the K 1, 1 functional depen
sions referred to abovel of the functional dependence It is thus denctes must be either positive decreasing ,r neCatise frinreasing
inevitable that our treatment, while structured on a well-confirmed The existence of a rising T cure introduces a itabhiliiL ntiu
physical separation model. will retain an clement of empiricism ence on the crack growth We hase alluded to such stahihzation
We shall make use of precedents set elsewhere in deciding on an repeatedly in Part I From Eq I I). the condition for the cqui
appropriate function for our alumina. This approach will preclude ibrium to remain stable is that dK d -- 0' (recallink that
us from making a priori predictions of R-curve behavior in other dT,,Id = O). Conversely, the condition for instabilit i's that
materials Accordingly, questions as to why R-curve behavior is so dK/d(" > 0 (although satisfaction of this condition does not
variable from material to matenal (even for materials of the same always guarantee failure; see Section IV) In terms of Eq (2) the
nominal composition, differing only in the grain boundary struc- corresponding stabilityuinstability c mnditions are expressible is
tures),' ' are posed as important topic areas for future researchers. dK,/dc * dTldc This latter forms the basis for the conventional
Conversely, our formulation will enable us to descnbe the com- T-curve (R-curve) construction.
plete crack resistance behavior for a given material without explicit (2) Microstructure-Associated Stress Intensity Factor
knowledge of the fundamental underlying separation relations.

% Once again, let us foreshadow one of the ultimate goals of our Now let us consider the way in which the microstructural crack

stud&. to account for the anomalous strength characteristics shown restraining forces may be folded into the fracture mechanics de-

b- materials with strong R-curve behavior. In this paper we shall scription. Specifically. we seek to introduce the effect ot re-

confine ourselves to qualitative explanations of some of the more straining bridges behind the growing crack tip as an internal stres,

distinctive features of the crack response from indentation flaws, intensity factor K, = K, We shall focus specificall, on line crack,

namel. the relative insensitivity of failure stress to flaw size at low in this paper. although this should not be seen as restricting the

loiads and the associated growth discontinuities. A detailed quan- general applicability of the approach

titatise treatment of the problem, in which the indentation-strength The configuration on which our model is to be based is show. n

data are inverted to obtain the R curve, will be iven elsewhere.' in Fig. I The interfacial bridging ligaments are represented h' the
array of force centers icircles i projected onto the crack plane iThi,
array is depicted here as regular but in realt, t course there 'will

Ii. Interfacial Crack Restraint Model be a degree of variability in the distribution ot centers I Here i,
the distance from the mouth to the front ot the crack and d is the

In this section we develop a fracture mechanics model for a mean separation between closure force centers. Note that at sers.
crack restrained at its newly formed interface by distributed closure small crack sizes. c < d,,, where d,, is the distance to the first
forces. These closure forces are identified with unrupttred bridges bridge (not necessarilv identical with d: see Section lIlI, the front
w hose specific nature is determined by the ceramic microstructure. encounters no impedance As the front expands, bridges are acti
As such. the restraint is analogous to that considered in the fiber- vated in the region d. s v - ( These bridges remain active until.
reinforced ceramic composite models.- although the underlying at some cntical crack dimension I- i >d . ligamentar, rupture
microstructural rupture mechanisms in the monophase materials of occurs at those sites most remote from the front [hereafter a
primary interest here may be of an entirely different kind. We shall steady-state activity zone of length I - d. simpl, translates w.,ith
begin with a general statement of the crack resistance problem and the growing crack.
progressively introduce factors specific to the processes described This configuration would appear to have all the necessar\ mgre
in Part I dients to account for the most important features in the crack

i1 General Statement of Crack Resistance Problem response observed in Part I The enhanced stability arises from the

Our analysis here is based on equilibrium fracture mechanics, increasing interfacial restraint as more and more bridging sites are
j c .onal,,ishere notion hatd craks on equilbru vra e ofmehansio, activated by the expanding crack The discontinuous nature of thec . on the Griffith notion that a crack is on the verge iof extension

when the net mechanical driving force on the system is just equal growth follows from the discreteness in the spatial distribution of
ttiic e tclosure forces at the crack plane. Thus the initial crack maN hesto the intrinsic resistance touhness) of the material.' The equi-
librium come trapped at first encounter with the bridge ener barriers I
-ariation af h these barmers were to be sufficiently large the entire crack front

the opposing orce terms. The ferminology "R curve" could be retarded to the extent that. at an increased level of applied
derives from energy release rate iG I considerations, where stress, the next increment of advance would occur unstabl, to the
R = R(() is the crack-size-dependent fracture surtace energy ofd eon set of trapping sites pop-m With further increase in

the material. Here we shall work instead with stress intensity applied stress the process could repeat itself over successie barn-

factors iK ) because of their simple linear superposability. replacing ers. the jump frequency increasing as the expandig crack encom-

rewihen anogou tou re r passes more sites within its front. There is accordingls a smoothing
preference for the term T curve"s.re out of the discreteness in the interfacial restraints as the crack

intensitfacortig for tgrows larger until ultimately, at very large crack sizes, the distribuintensity factor for an equilibrium crack:"
ae lu a ton may be taken as continuous.

In principle, we should be able to write down an appropriate
K = K, - K = T., stress intensity factor for any given distribution tf discrete re

straining forces of the kind depicted in Fig I Lintortunatel%.. the
K., - K,.(( i is the familiar contribution from the applied loading formulation rapidly becomes intractable as the number oit actis c
The terms K = K represent contributions from anv 'internal" restraining elements becomes larger fo ov.ercomc this difficults,
forces that might act on the crack, such as the nicrostructure we resort to an approximation, represented in Ftc 2. in which
associated forces that we seek to include here . is taken it) be the the summation over discrete torces f- II is replaced h% an mtegra
intrinsic material toughness II c the etectie A',, for hulk clea'\ tion o'er conlinuoul', distributed stresses ,i xI - i ,! hec

O. ~~agde ir grain boundar\, tracture i. strict II', ntdepi',tdetir of riii A ox stressecs have ,tern 'alue in the reelton . ,. reflet inc2 the noe.,

Of the indi idual K terms in Eq I I i t ins ,l,. K which is mont- ar, absence of restraint prior to intersection iti the first hiidvint
tored directly. via the external loading sv stein. in a Litnsentional sires they% hase nonzero value in the region J -1 up to the
fracture test ('Cnsequentl. it has become common practice to crack size at which ligamentar, rupture occurs Id., -, '). and
regard the K terms im,,lictil as part of the toughness character thereafter in the region d4. - w- here a steads,
ISfic This philosoph' is formalied h, rewriting Eq I I in state conftguration obtains It - i [his approximation is lania
the form' mount to ignoring all but the first of the diswontinuous iumps in the

0 1.6
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do c,

i

00

plae h:otCrausclosuae Csiredinale.uio Diut

gin.C font.ot rackCirles ndiate rides. pentions shown tor three :rjck lengths, relati'.e ti, an d.
4'.rcle(s denote actiie ties. Josed lircle potiential sites i e Fig Ii

obsersed crack esolutitin We might consider such sacrifice ot part then gises. in the approximation a. ic 'pe~lMens *' Oh
(if the phiysical reility to be justifiable in those case,, where the large notches. see Sectioin IIll
critical crack contiguration encompasses man% bridging site%, as

* perhaps in a tixpical strength test 'K,, =( 0 d.,

The problem mav now be formalized hr writing down a
microstrueture-asso-ciated stress intensity factor in terms of the K -iE T,. pliu Id. '

familiar Greens function solution for line cracks.'

K, = 0 (d.>c)3a K.= - iE.T,i Pittudu In.i 5

K_ = - 2 0 -.r)(2 pixI dix (c, - rr I' We point out that u* ud_, is independent sit I o X., .ut,

off at i ,('
i d, c i ' 3h) Thus by sacrificing self-consastencx in our solutions. Iwe ha e oh-

I tained simple working equations for evaluating the rnicrostructurc
K.. -i I d( 1, ((. 2 - I associated stress intensiti, factor We base onx ton speciti, thc

-- stress- separation f unction. pf u I
ii3' 

1  
i (3i Stress-Separation Function for Interfacial Bridges

%where 0n is a numerical crack v'eometrv term If 2)r -,I At this point The function pu is, determined comipletelx h% the micro-
another major dlifficulty becomes apparent. We have no basis, mechanics of the ligamentary rupture process 'Ac~ hase indicated
either theoretical or experimental. for specifyirig a priori what that we have limited intormation on what form this lunction Nhouitf
form the closure stress function pixo) must take. On the other hand. take. Generally, pi U must rise trom zero at un lo to m onic iias
we do have some feeling from Part 1. albeit limited, as to the mum, and then tail off ito zero auain at the characteristic: rupture
f' unctional form plun, where u is tone half) the crack opening separation im There are instances in the literature where the risinL!
displacement. Moreover, it is piii rather than p1 i which should in portion of the curve is the all-dlormant teature. e kit as, in brittle
principle (if not readily in practice) be amenable to independent fibher- reinforced composites where abrupt failure of the ligtamntt
experimental or theoretical determination. Thus, given knowledge cuts off an otherwise monotonically increasine frictional re-
of the crack profile, we should be able to replace r by u as the straining force.' 'On the other hand, there are cases where the tiil
integration variable in Eq. 13). and thereby proceed one step closer dominates, as in concretes where the separation process is much
to a solution, more stable. Our observations on the alumina in Part I would

However, even this step involves some uncertainty. since lte suggest that it is the latter example% which relate mnore chisels to
crack profile itself is bound to be strongly influenced by the dis- the polycrystalline materials of interest here \loreoser. specif ic
tribution of surface tractioins: i.e.. uixl strictly depends on p( 'r modeling of one of the potential separation factors alluded ito in
(as well as on the applied loading configuration). %hich we have Part 1. frictional pullout of interlocking grains. does indeed result
just acknowledged as an unknown A proper treatment of the in a monotonically (linearly) decreasing piul (unction-
fracture mechanics in such cases leads to a nonlinear integral Thus we are led to look for a trial stress separation (unction
equation.' for which no analytical solutions are available With this which is tail-diiminated [he (unction we chiiose is
in mind we introduce a simplification by neglecting any effect that plu -p*) I - 14 u' (1 i -'1 *1 101i
the tractions might have on the ihope if the profile, yet at the same
time taking due account ot these tractions. via the way they modify A here p* aind u irc hrit inc aJloes, Of the stress and sellrafton.
the ntdriving fo irce K in Eq i II in determining the rna~nitude r~etvk n ni ncpci hseuto sdutac ,iif the crack opening displacements -\ccordingly. we chiiose the rhesolcidey ,mnr s in enn [i!k othis au, ofni i illustrate
familiar near-field solution for a slitlike craick in equilibrium. i th imlslid curses in a uit or ditribetedaless oit the '-ii te

at K ,."'actisa itzone. ?n - I correspond% iii the frictionail pulliiut miech'
U( Ut( 1 8it#T.1,'rEi - o' i anism lust mentioned. : n 2 is the silue adopted empiricall\ tor

fiber concretes 'As we shall see. in reflects most striong]\ in the
4where E is Young's modulus. Substitution t Eq 41 into Eq (3 was that the ultimate I~ curse cut, .fI in the lancee crack size limit
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M.= 0 . - -d dd

* f.

cc0 0' C

IFig. 4. Coordinates for crack system ith starter
M~notch Effect of notch is to remov'e ail -memory' it

bridging restraints over 00 .equivalent to redetining
the crack origin at 0' Circles indlkale hridlini. Sites is

Crack-Wall Separation. u in Fig I

Fig. 3. Trial stress-separation function piui for three
values of exponent 'in in Eq ilb Broken curve is more
realistic" function T)Ac T. IAI -- At)I

Thus within the limits of the approximations Used here ruoii
notably the "small-scale zone" approuimation used ito derive

\Ote that the representation is extreme in the sense that it row/lIs q 5) eoti uv hihi loeivisnilC
ignores the rising! portion of pfu lef the broken curve in Fig. 3) independent of I-- Note also that the steaddv-state bridging lone

Equation i mas now be -substituted into Eq. (5) and the inte- lnt rmE.8
2ration cartied out ito give .ij2d(i~~2vl,,Pi2

K, =0 J, > ii(7a) is likewise geometry insensitive We shall have more it) sa% about

K, = -IT. - ,J fit I d,,)!it.* -d,,l) 211 this in Section IV, At this stage the rationale for our parameter
definitions becomes apparent: T, and T. define the lower and upper

Id. S c c 7b) bounds, and Ac* the spatial extent, of the T curve
K 7- r. 1((1) To illustrate the applicability of the formulation we examine the

K, -idegree of fit of Eq. lb I to some experimental data. prov ided ito us

wAhere we have miade use of Eq (4) to eliminate u* = d,. c*l in by M. V Swain on a coarse-grained alumina The material tested
tavor of I e. by Swain was of closely similar microstructure to that of the

d.. i r~i 2\ 14.,ri~i alumina used by us in Part 1. i.e.. reasonably large grain size
d,, -r~ii 2, T. t 18) (16 ;Am: cf 20 'Am in Part 1) and nominaly pure composition He

And were e hae deinedused rectangular double cantilever beam DC6 B specimens. dimen-
sions 50 by 8 by 5 mm. notch length I I mm. to obtain his crack

T. = ,- Ep*id * t m I IT, (9 data. These particular data were chosen over others in the literature

to eliminate P' because of the special precautions taken to minimize specimen end
effects (see Section IV) Swain's results are plotted as the data
points in Fig. 5. The theoretical fits, shown as the solid curves tor

Ill. Crack Resistance Curve fixed exponents m =0. I - and 2. were computed for trial values

\care now in a position to generate the effective toughness ofd=5 mr-ariiiaeesnnd.,*=II mI-,X
funcion romEq (). e gaindiameters I in accordance with the estimates friim Part 1. wAith

tunciontromEq .~i.i CT. and T. as regression adjustables.

0Tit i = T - A'Ii I,110 A word of caution is in order here. Any 'goodness, of fit" that
we might consider evident in Fig 5 may propery be taken as

oince the parameters T_. T. d_ i. and at are know n for any given lending credence to our model. However,'it should'not he seen as
material Here we shall focus on the derivation of these parameters constituting prooj of our model. In essence, our equattins contain

trcitarse-grained alumina, leaving consideration of the crack five parameters whose values are, to a greater or lesser extent.
,ailit' (including the girain-scale discontinuities in growth re- unknown a priori. Thus, for instance, the accuracy oft the fit is itot
tcrc o in Part 1)I to the D ,cuvsion jSeetion IV)( sensitive to the trial value of d. but it im sensitive it-i A( * i ref lectine
Lsualy. crack resistance data are obtained from test configu- the fact that the DCB data are weighted toward the reeoin

rations which empluv a starter notch, as introduced. foir example. At ; di Such sensitivity to the choice ofi ant,% ,it parameter
bs sawcutting Trhe use tif Such a notch, in additiiin tii providing a inesitably, contributes to the uncertaintv in the other paranictcrs

the origin -t ivtensiiin at the base if the I curve Wec now need to be reluctant to assert that mt -I,,i the 'true ' value_ ,I the tiiuLeb
ranstirmu . or )rdinates. as defined in Fi ' 4,-. we base -ness exponent

. I . I .Accis the notch lenvth Combhinine Niw t\thstandine these uncertainties iii the )xiraitietcr &cr
Eq, i I. an PhI then eider i if % the cra Sc UI~ ipenitte 11 disla eets ei on the ic

Ii1i it T I 11( ii ) tcr, p* and u* In Eq ihi lhus. substitutiie / 4111(I (I aI
P 'riideal line cracks,. alone with the best tit ialues ,I I

hA = . 7 ~ iIntio Eq i 12) gives ii 1 Mii i Independent of P" i I his is oi the

% iiaph inPart I Further substitiitiotn together with the reieressed I
I t .,* i ausintii Eq QJi gives p' S ia 't ii.41\-

%~
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10 that the direct obsersaions in Part I may be seer as critical. More-
over. the new model has its roots in a positively identifiable tough-
ening mechanism, so taking us one step closer it) a fundamental

4 8 base for a priori predictions.
However. it needs to be reemphasized that the element ot empiri-

E cism has not been entirelv eliminated in the present treatment
u rhere is the issue of the force-separation relation pui. which wc

m l 1 have represented by the tail-dominated function in Eq hi) Ideall,.

I- m = 2 Ae would like to be able to determine pliu) from first principles. but
,* this would require a more detailed understanding of the grain

*n bridging micromechanisms than is available at present Onl, then
-- 4 may we hope to specify what intrinsic material properties. other
.C: than E and T, (see Eq. (5)). govern the toughness beha, lor. At that
0 stage we may be in a position to answer some of the more pressing

2 - questions that arise in connection with observed T-curve trends
Thus, what is the explicit dependence of toughness on gram size.
and (perhaps more intriguingly) what is it about the incorpjoratlon
of a glassy grain boundary phase which so dramatically wxashes out

0 the T-curve effect" ' What role do internal microstresses plas , It
0 2 4 6 8 10 is with such issues that our ultimate ability to tailor superior struL.-

Crack Extension, ac (mm) tural ceramics must surely rest
There are other limitations of our analysis which warrant further

Fig. 5. Fit ,t Fq I 1 to double cantileser beam i DCBi toughness data comment, particularly in relation to geometric effects In our quest
,n :oarse-.%ratnd ilumina Fits are for d = 50 Am. Ac* = 10 mm. for an analytical solution to the fracture mechanics equations ,e
and m = %I and .ith T, and T, as adustables Data courtes, have resorted to a questionable approximation (it the crack-wall
1 V Sw~ain ,displacement profile. Eq. 4). Quite apart from the tact that this

*0 approximation is strictly justifiable only for traction-tree .all,.
i.e.. in clear violation of the vety boundar' conditions that we seek
to incorporate into our analysis. it requires that we should not

tm = I I. and "55 \IPa in = 2) If these stress levels seem low. we attempt to extend the description beyond the confines ot the near
-* ma, note that the composite quantity p*u* tin It . which repre- field. Yet the results of our observations in Part I"fiel.the work per usl area to separate the bridges across the epr

,ents unit ae show bridging activity zones of order millimeters. which is h no
fracture plane (Nee integral in Eq. 5(ct). is of order 20 J" m . i.e.. means an insignificant length in comparison to typical test speci-
comparable with t'pical fracture surface energies. men dimensions. Thus. contrary to the predictions of Eq II w vke

Finall, in this section. let us note that we have vet to address the should not be surprised to find a strong geometry dependence in the
issue oIt crack Instabilities in the T-curve characteristic. Recall that measured T-curve response. Such a dependence has been obsersed
our anal sis smoothes out all but the very first bridge discontinuity, in practice, particularly in single-edge-notched beam specimen, of
I e . at c = .. the data in Fig. 5 are Insufficiently detailed in this alumina with different starter notch lengths '" There are in tact
region to allow an quantitative resolution of this question. We reported instances, in fiber-reinforced cements." where specimen
need to go to short crack configurations. An account of the T-curve size effects can dominate the intrinsic component in the T-cur'e
construction for 'uch conficurations is deferred to Section IV characteristic. This is an added concern for the design encineer.

whose faith in the T-curve construction is heavily relhant on our
IV. Discussion ability to prescribe Ttc) as a true material properti,

Notwithstanding the above reservations, let us return to the
We hase derised a [-curve IR-cure, model based on bridging question of crack growth discontinuities raised toward the end ot

tractions at the cr.ik intertace behind the adv ancing tip The model Section III. It was pointed out that we need to -onsider short
ontains se.eral adiustable parameters, but parameters to which we cracks, i.e.. cracks smaller in length than the distance to the first
ma, nonetheless attach physical meaning Thus the spatial parame- bridging sites, and indeed preferably smaller than the mean bridge
ter, I At * i and d. respectively, define the ranite of the T curve spacing itself This is. of course. the domain of natural flaws rhe
and the (hori te',rt, epar ion between bridging elements The indentation method is one way of introducing cracks ot this scale.

* toughness parameters I, and T, respectivel, define the base ,rak wi th a high degree of control, and will be the subtect of a deta;ed
reistane in the absence ot microstructural restraints (lower limit quantitative analysts elsewhere ' For the present, we simpl, con-
to r curvet and the no( rosopit( rack resiOnce tupper limit) sider such a crack, but without residual contact ,tresses. subtected
Then Ae hase the parameters in. p*. and u". which determine the ti a uniformly applied tensile stress. (r., Figure h is a schematic
empirical torce-separation 'la' for the bridging process rhese r-curve construction for this sstem. showing how. the inital crack
parameters, once c.aluated (or a gien material. could be useful in at ,, d esolves as the applied stress is increased to tailure Fhe
structural desnn plot is in normalized logarithmic coordinates, to highlight the

It is instructise to consider how the present treatment of the response at small t This same plotting scheme allows for a con-
microstructural ontrihution to crack resistance characteristics dif- -enient representation of the applied stress inlensits ta,tor.
ters trom that proposed in an earlier studs of indentation-strength &. .tbor,t ' as a tamd, of parallel lines ot slope at ditterent

.stem, In that stud% the mricro,,tructure-a,,,, ociated stress in- stress levels The sequence tt events is then as tolloss, t aI
tensit, ta,.tr K. ,,t AL. used in this worki was Introduced in terms loading stage I. K,= K ih . the rack remain, tationar%.
,t an empirical -rain loalied drtinc torce at the radial crack mii at stiage 2. the crack attains equilibrium it A - I., . and

enter. in diret .ialo', ho the I well-documentedi residual-contact cNtcnds from an unstable state at I idA . i •- dT i, i i t.aible
, trtc tield ' " Ihere A. was del ned as a / 'tie term de- tate it I i IK, it - ,11* d i. ititi on increain the oad ito

.'s , r'amiv A ith re'riect i.rak i,e. with V a's the retcrenc touih- stae I. the crack propagates stabl through J to 1 Lip the I ursc.
n,,, le.el i c the le.el at which A,. III Here. A,. is defined Isi it stage 4 a tangenc\ condition Is athic"ed it V. whcnce
as a Iw'VOtoe ,LIsure term un re¢ii isn, with respect to rack :ie, latlure occurs Thu,, our todel has the capact\ 1o a..coun 11or the
'with I tot the reterence toughness level iA:,, - li ('onsentional tirst crack lump diLontinuit, pop- tnt. as wcll as ih ihanced
tra.ture metchanics measurements. i e . measurements oit raLck tahilits , e have come to associate with this las ot inaterial
,lle as a tunch 'n I applied load. c.annot in themscies distinguish As a LorollarN tit the contruction in -ig h. note that the :ritikal
hefeen these two alternative K descriptions It is in this context ladinc condition at Vf is not attected in an\ was hs the initial

19
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10 present treatment further, especiall% in regard to the brtding Irce:
separation function Further, the formiulation should he extended ito

7 include 'timequilibriuni states. %%here the F curse is expeted iTo

dC manfliest itself in intrieuine Assa . e L! . in tatigue littiit and non-
unique :rack selocitxv i (A ifunctions Our mnodlix I,)LST the f irst

4 ~step ito a proper understandine oit the toughness hehas tor of iat-
T, rials in terms of mic. rostructural x ariablecs. w hilit ss e iti'UxsltiK matech control it the goal oft the propert\ tailored cirainiks ix s :%r

a 1 M to be 'realized.
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Crack resistance by interfacial bridging: Its role in determining
strength characteristics
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An identation-strength formulation is presented for nontransforming ceramic materials that
show an increasing toughness with crack length (T curve, or R curve) due to the restraining
action of interfacial bridges behind the crack tip. By assuming a stress-separation function for
the bridges a microstructure-associated stress intensity factor is determined for the penny-like
indentation cracks. This stress intensity factor opposes that associated with the applied
loading, thereby contributing to an apparent toughening of the material. i.e.. the measured
toughness in excess of that associated with the intmnsic cohesion of the grain boundaries
( intergranular fracture). The incorporation of this additional factor into conventional
indentation fracture mechanics allows the strengths of specimens with Vickers flaws to be
calculated as a function of indentation load. The resulting formulation is used to analyze
earlier indentation-strength data on a range of alumina. glass-ceramic. and barnum titanate
materials. Numerical deconvolution of these data determines the appropriate T curves. A

p.' feature of the analysis is that materials with pronounced T curves have the qualities of flaw
tolerance and enhanced crack stability. It is suggested that the indentation-strength
methodology, in combination with the bridging model, can be a powerful tool for the
development and characterization of structural ceramics, particularly with regard to grain
boundary structure.

1. INTRODUCTION Perhaps the most comprehensive studies of this T-
Recent studies have shown that many polycrystal- curve behavior have been made using a controlled flaw

line. non-phase-transforming ceramics exhibit an in- technique."' in which the strengths of specimens con-

creasing resistance to crack propagation with crack taining indentations are measured as a function of iden-

length.'-' At small flaw sizes, comparable to the scale of tation load. It was found that. for large flaws, the

the microstructure. the toughness Tis an intrinsic quan- strengths tend to an "ideal" - ! power law dependence
tity representative of the weakest fracture path. At large of strength on indentation load. indicative ofa non%,arv-
flaw sizes the toughness tends to a higher, steady-state ing toughness. At small flaw sizes, however, the
value representative of the cumtulative crack/micro- strengths decrease markedly from this ideal behavior.

e,,atending instead to a load- independent plateau. Signifi-
structure interactions in the polycrystal. The progres-
sive transition from the low-to-high toughness limits cantly, in a group of polycrystalline alumina materials it

during crack extension is described as the T curve. [The was found that the strengths at large flaw sizes were all
* concepts of T curve and R curve are equivalent." In the greater than those of single-crystal sapphire, whereas

former the equilibrium condition is obtained by equat- the reverse tended to be true at small flaw sizes. ' Taken
ing the net stress intensity factor K, characterizing the with the observation that the fracture in these aluminas
net applied load on the crack, to the toughness T (alter- is intergranular, these results suggest that the grain
natively designated Kc in some of the earlier boundaries are paths of weakness but that there is some
literature) characterizing critical crack resistance mechanism operating that more than compensates for
forces. in the latter, the mechanical energy release rate this intrinsic weakness as the flaw size increases. More-
G. derived from the work done by the applied loading over. the strength-load responses of the polvcrystalline
dunng crack extension, is equated to the energy neces- materials themselves. even those with similar grain
sary to create the fracture surfaces R. sizes. tended to cross each other.' It would appear that

the nature of the grain boundary, as %;ell as the grain
size. influences the fracture hehavior

On ieave 'rorr the Devartment n% lechanicai Enizineennig. n n,er. Two other sets of experiments provide %ltal clues as
O. ty f Sydney. New South Wales :00)..uistrana to the mechanism of crack, microstructure interaction
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• underlying the T-curve behavior. In the first set. Kne- A. Equilibrium crack propagation
hans and Steinbrech" propagated large cracks in alu- A fracture system s in equilibrium when the forcesmina uratur tyste ss nn equilibrium whenethe force,

n gehodriving the crack extension are equal to the forces resis t-
They observed strong, rising T-curves as cracks propa- in this extension. Equilibria may be stable or unstable.

gated from the tip of the notch. However. when interfa- depending on the crack-length dependence of :here
cial material was removed from behind the crack tip by forces.' Here we shall characterize the dri ina forces b

careful sawing, the toughness did not continue up the T stress intensity factors K(c) and the fracture resistance
curve but reverted to its orginal level, implying that the by toughness T(c), where c is the crack size. We may
critical mechanism must be operating in the "'wake" of o

the rac ti. I th seondsetof xpeimets.Swason consider separately the stress intensity factor arising
the crack tip. In thepsecond set of experiments Swanson from the applied loading K., which is directly moni-

eta. observed crack propagation in alumina using both tored, from that associated with any internal forces in-
indented-disk and tapered-cantilever beanm specimens. tnnsic to the microstructure K,, such as the ligamentary

*. Active grain-localized "bridges" were observed at the
A"d. bndging forces we seek to include here. We may then

- primary crack interface. over a "zone length" of milli- conveniently regard the fracture resistance of the mate-
meter scale. The implication here is that interfacial rial as the sum of an intinsic interfacial toughness of the
bndging ligaments behind the tip are providing a re- maternal T, and the internal K. terms.' Hence our con-
straining influence on crack extension. The reversion to dion for equilibnum may be wrtten

, the base of the T curve in the experiments of Knehans

and Steinbrech may be interpreted in terms of the remo- K, (c) = T(c) = T, - 'K (c).
val of these restraining ligaments.

" Mai and Lawn"' developed a fracture mechanics where we have summed over all internal contrbutions
model for the propagation of ligamentary bridged We emphasize that T, is strctly independent of crack
cracks, incorporating parameters characterizing the in- length. The quantity T(c) is the effective toughness
terbridge spacing, the intrinsic intergranular toughness. function, or T curve, for the material. To obtain a rising
and the force-extension "'law" for the bridges. They ap- T curve. i.e.. an increase in toughness with crack length.
plied the model to the propagation of full-scale cracks the sum over the K (c) terms must be either positive
propagating under double cantilever loading and there- decreasing or negative increasing. In terms of Eq. I j
by demonstrated consistency with the measured T- the condition for stability is that dK, /dc < dT. dc and
curve response in a polycrystalline alumina, for instability dK, idc > dT/dci We see then that a ris-

Here we shall apply the Mai-Lawn bndging model ing T curve, where dT/dc,O. will lead to increased sta-
- to the mechanics of the indentation-strength test. It is bilization of the crack system.

-j. appropriate to do this for two reasons. First, indentation
cracks are strongly representative of the small "'natural"
flaws that control the strengths of ceramic materials in B. Microstructure-associated stress intensity
service.' Second. and most important. the indentation factor
methodology will be seen to be ideally suited to quanti- seek now to icorporate the effect of restrainine
tative analysis of the T-curve function. For this purpose, ligaments behind the growing crack tp into a micro-
recourse will be made to several earlier sources of inden- structure-associated stress intensity factor. K = Z K
tation-strength data, covering a broad spectrum of ce- In the context of indentation flaws we shall de'elop the
ramic materials. .3 ''' The consequent manner in which analysis for cracks of half-penny geometry.
the indentation-strength test highlights one of the most A schematic model of the proposed system is ihown
important manifestations of T-curve behavior, namely in Fig. 1. The interfacial bridging ligaments are repre-
flaw tolerance, will emerge as a uniquely appealing fea- sented as an array of force centers. Fr. protected onto
ture of the approach. The potential for using the atten- the crack plane. Here c is the radius of the crack front
dant parametric evaluations in the T-curve analysis as a and d is the characteristic separation of the centers. At
tool for investigating the role of chemical composition very small cracks sizes. c < d. the front encounters no
and processing variables as determinants of toughness impedance. As the front expands. bridges are activated

prorierties is indicated, in the region d, r-c These bridges remain active until.
at some critical crack sizec' ( ,d). ligamentary rupture
occurs at those sites most distant behind the front

II. INTERFACIAL CRACK RESTRAINT MODEL Thereafter a steady-state annular zone of width c" - i
An earlier fracture mechanics model " ' for straight- simply expands outward wtth the growing crack

tfronted cracks restrained bv mnterfactal bridging liga- The qualitative features of the crack response h-
ments is reproduced here in modified form. appropriate ,erred by Swanson et a!.' would appear to be well de-
to penny-like indentation cracks. scnbed by the above configuration. Enhanced crack sta-
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a half-penny, surface crack propagating
,'., through a material with bridging ligaments impeding the crack mo-

inon, Here d is the mean ligament spacing, c is the crack radius. and r is
the radial coordinate from the penny origin: * denotes the active liga-
ment sits and o denotes potential ligament sites.

CRACK-PLANE COORDINATE
bilitv arises from the increasing interfacial restraint as
more and more bridging sites are activated by the ex- FIG . Stress distnbution appilec b, :he restrainin, icaren, "-r

panding crack front t the number of active bridges will the crack plane as a (uncton Ut radiai distance rorne center qi
crack. Note that the stress is zero for c 0 aand reaches a ieaul -<ateincrease approximately quadratically with the crack ra- distribution br c-

dius). The discontinuous nature of the crack growth
follows from the discreteness in the spatial distribution
of the closure forces in the crack plane. Thus we imagine
the crack to become trapped at first encounter with the value in the region d < r < c up to the crack size at which

.' ligamentary rupture occurs (d<crc") and thereafter in
barriers. If these barriers were to be sufficiently large the
crack front could be "trapped" such that, at an in- the region d - c - c* < r < c. where a streadv-state con-

creased level of applied stress, the next increment of ad- figuration is obtained (c > c*). This approximation is

vance would occur unstably to the second set of trap- tantamount to ignoring all but the first of the discontin-

ping sites. Further increases in applied stress would lead uous jumps in the observed crack evolution. We might
to repetitions of this trappng prcess over successive consider such a sacrifice of part of the physical reality tobarrers, the jump frequency increasing as the expand- be justifiable in those cases where the critical crack con-

Ing crack front encompasses more sites. There must ac- figuration encompasses many brdging sites, as perhaps
cordingly be a smoothing out of the discreteness in the i pical strength test.

The problem may now be formalized by wrmine
distribution of interfacial restraints as the crack grows dow a rosue associoted s s n sitit

until, at very large crack sizes, the distribution may be

taken as continuous. With regard to the steady-state in terms of the familiar Greens function solution :cr

zone width (co - d) referred to above, our own obser- penny-like cracks'":

vations and those ofSwanson etal."' indicate that, for a K. = 0 (c<d). 2a
given material, there is a characterstic distance behind dr
the crack tip that contains apparently intact bridges. K. = c 1 r) r d C

In principle, we should be able to write down an .- :
appropriate stress intensity factor for any given distmbu-
tion ofdiscrete restraining forces of the kind depicted in K, = - o dr c -,c

Fig. I. However, an exact summation becomes intracta- ' .... - ( -

ble as the number of active restraining elements be-

comes large. To overcome this difficulty we approxi- where tb is numerical crack geometry term. .-kt this point1 mate the summation over the discrete force elements another major difficulty becomes apparent. We have no
F r) by an integration over continuously distributed basis, either theoretical or expenmental, tor pecf. inga
stresses a(r) =F(r)/d We plot these stresses for three priori what form the closure stress function ,rc r, must
crack configurations in Fig. 2. These stresses have zero take. On the other hand. we do have some feelihn 'rm7 value in the region r-d. reflecting the necessary ab- the observations or Sanson r Jr.. aibet !imited. a, :,

, ence of restraint prior to the intersection of tile crack the functional form 7( u ). where u is the crack ,n'eninu
front with the first bridging sites. They have nonzero displacement. Further. it is ,1 :4 ) rather than T " lthat
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is the more fundamental bridging quantity and that is what form this function should take Generall%. 7, :4

more amenable to independent specification. Thus. gi, - must rise from zero at u = 0 to some maximum ind :hen
en a knowledge of the crack profile. we should be able to decrease to zero acain it some haracteristic rupture
repiacer by :u as the ntegration %ariable in Eq. 2 nd separation u* The obserations of crack propagation in
:hereb. proceed one step closer to a solution. alumina by Swanson et a, suggest that it is the decrea.,-

However. even this step in' oes some uncertainty. ing part of this stress-separation response that is the
as the crack profile itself is bound to be strongly in- most dominant in the polycrystalline ceramics otfnter-
fluenced by the distribution of surface tractions, i.e., est here.' The stable crack propagation observed b,,
u (r) strictly depends on c,(r) (as well as on the applied those authors has much in common with the interace
loading configuration), which we have just acknowl- separation processes in concrete materials that are often

edged as an unknown. A rigorous treatment of this described by tail-dominated stress-separation functions.
problem involves the solution of two coupled nonlinear The stress-separation function chosen is'

integral equations, for which no analytical solutions are
"- available.4 We thus introduce a simplification by neg- 0,(U) = &) I - U/Ul" 0-U,

lecting any effect the tractions might have on the shape where e and u* are limiting values of the stress and
of the crack profile. while taking account of these trac-

separation, respectively, and m is an exponent. We con-
tions through their influence on the net driving force sider three values of : m = 0 s the smplest case of a
K = K, - K. from Eq. (I1). in determining the magni- sdrtrevle fm stesmls aeo
Kfiguniformly distributed stress acting over the annular ac-
:uae of the crack opening displacements. Accordingly.
we choose Sneddon's solution' for the near-field dis- tiviy zone: m = I corresponds to simpie, constant-fnc-
placements of an equilibrium crack. i.e., K = T, tion pullout of the interlocking ligamentary grains.

m = 2 is the value adopted by the concrete communit%
uir.ci = (t'TEc' -)(c - r:) (3) (equivalent to a decreasing frictional resistance with in-

whereEis the Young's modulus. Substitution ofEq. (3) creasing pullout). As we shall see, the choice of rn will

into Eq. (2) then gives not be too critical in our ability to describe observed

k 0 (c <d), (4a) strength data. Note that the representation of the stress-
separation function by Eq. (5) is an infinite modulus

K_ = -~ (-.o 'ic u )du4 ldlc~c), (4b) approximation in that it totally neglects the nsing part
K, T)J 0o ,ud d.cc* (b of the c-l(u) response.

(E "_'. Equation (5) may now be substituted into Eq. 1 4'
K - .- ,l(u)du (c > c*). (c) to yield, after integration,

We note that u* = 4(d,c*) is independent ofc so K. K, =0 (c<d). Oa)

cutsoffat cc* K, = - (T - T,))( I{ -- -d

Let us note here that our choice of the Sneddon
profile. Eq. r3) leads us to an espectally simplesolution - d:)1' - (d'.c<c'). oh

- for K, in Eq. 4.) In particular, we note that this term is K, = - T - ,) (c>c*). .Oc

convenientlv expressible as an integral of the surface where we have eliminated the stress-separation param-
closure stress as a function of the crack opening dis- eters a-' and u in favor of those characterizine stead\-
placement. i.e.. a work of separation term. This simple state crack propagation, c* and T,
solution obtains only with the Sneddon profile. It might".'e arudta " c* = 2 (Eu*1bT,):( I [I -- 4(d/'T4d , *) ] '

~ argued that a Dugdale-type profile " is more appro-

pnate, but it can be shown that the fracture mechanics
are not too sensitive to the actual profile chosen. " Our and
main objective here is to emphasize the physical van- T =T, - E* u /(m - 1 ) T.
ables involved. Thus by sacrificing self-consistency in
our solutions, we have obtained simipic working equa- These latter parameters are more easily incorporated

into the strength analysis to follow.
,ions for evaluating the microstructure-associated stress
intensity factor. We have only to specify the stress-sepa- A useful quantity is the work necessarv to rupture

an individual ligament. This work is a composite mea-
cao unction or¢ u )

sure of the maximum sustainable stress and maximum
C. Stress-separation function for interracial range of the stress-extension function of Eq. ( 5 1 and is

bridges given by the area under the stress-separation curve
7rt U ) We may express this area as

The function ( u) is determined completely by the
micromechanics of the ligamentary rupture process We F d7 u )du 4

ha%,e :ndicated that we have limited information on m
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It is useful to compare this quantity with the intnnsic teraction. The procedure to a oluton is entirel. the
interfacial energy "  same as in the previous case. except that now T re-

F.,=T " 2E. Qb) places T in Eq. 12> Thus
,7' T 4 44 P)

The F terms in Eq. ( )are related, through Eq. 8). by o., =T 4 >i1 P3
the ratio This solution applies in region III in Fig. 3.

F:tro = 2( T - T)/T, (10) It is for intermediate cracks, region II in Fig. 3. that
analytical solutions are difficult to obtain. Here numen-which may conveniently be regarded as a toughening cal procedures will be required, but the route is never-

index. theless the same as before: determine o, (c) from Eq.

( 11) in conjuction with Eq. (6b) and apply the instabil-
D. Strength-indentation load relations ity condition, taking account of the increased stabiliza-

We are now in the position to consider the mechan- tion arising from the K. term. To proceed this way we
, omust first determine the values of the parameters in Eqs.• .'ics of a test specimen containing an indentation crack (6) and ( !11). We address this problem in the next sec-

produced at load P and subsequently subjected to an

applied stress o,,. To obtain the "inert strength" o,_, we

need to determine the equilibrium instability configura- III. DERIVATION OF T CURVE FROM
tion at which the crack grows without limit. INDENTATION STRENGTH DATA

In indentation crack systems the stress intensity

factor associated with the residual contact stresses K, A. Crack geometry and elastic/plastic contact
augments the stress intensity factor associated with the parameters
applied loading K. effectively giving rise to a net applied Our first step towards a complete parametric eva-

- stress intensity factor K .....9 Equation (1) becomes luation of the or, (P) data is to seek a priori specifica-
.' K K ctions of the dimensionless quantities i and V in Eq.

( 11 ). The parameter b is taken to be material indepen-
= o'o4 ci + VP Ic 12 = To - K (c), ( 11) dent, since it is strictly a crack geometry term. The pa-

where y, measures the intensity of the residual field. We rameter y does depend on material properties. however,
note that K, is inverse in crack size and hence will relating as it does competing elastic and plastic pro-
further stabilize the fracture evolution. " The indenta- cesses in the indentation contact. " We note that these
tion load determines the initial crack size at o', = 0, but parameters do not appear in the microstructural term
because of the stabilization in the growth we should not K. in Eq. (6), so ideally we can "calibrate" them from
necessarily expect this initial size to be an important
factor in the fracture mechanics. Our problem then is to
combine Eqs. (6) and (11) and invoke the instability \
condition dK '/dcdT/dc to determine the strength as
a function of indentation load.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain closed
form solutions to this problem. Limiting solutions can
be obtained analytically, however, and we consider
these first. -

* (i) Small cracks (low P). In the region c,4d we 7 7r=.

revert to the ideal case of zero microstructural interac-
tion. such that Eq. (6a) applies. In this region it can be
readily shown that the equilibrium function o,, (c) ob-
tamed by rearranging Eq. ( 11) passes through a maxi-
mum, up to which point the crack undergoes stablegrowth. '" This maximum therefore defines the instabil-

0.) ty point dc, /dc = 0 (equivalent to the condition
dK /dc =dT/dc = 0 here): NOENTA TION LOAO P

o'= 3T')1144'b( yP)' 112) FIG 3 Schematic strength er~uindntation oad plot ncortratmne

The region of validity of this solution is indicated as the inluence )ft hidggine .aments nto !he .raK, ,rnTaoanon -.
"ponse [iiarthmic :oorclnaln, The ohd ine represents he zen-region I in Fig. 3. .ral solution i Eq, oi and , II , I The dashed ine, repiesent ,.\,mp-

4 It) Large cracks (high P). In the region c>>c*. Eq. t.ic .olutiins t , amed ana uicahi tor .mail rack region I. E4
(6c) applies and we have maximum microstructural in- .12') Ind large cracks Iregion IlL Eq. I3
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tests on materials that do not exhibit T-curve behavior ment do,, 'dc - 0 w \Atth the pro% lso that i f more !han
" The details of such caltbrations are given in the Appen- one maximum in the . c function exisi, :i s the

dtx. The values we use are 1.24 and =0.0040 E greater that determines the strength-,e Sec 1%
H where H is the hardness. 3) The predicted strengths are compared %% ith the

corresponding measured strengths and the mean %an-
B. Bounding parameters for the regression ance thereby calculated for a given set of T-cune pa-
procedure rameters.

We have indicated that solutions for region II of the (4) The T-curve parameters are incremented and

strength-load response of Fig. 3 must be obtained nu- the calculation of the variance repeated, using a matrix

merically. Here we shall outline the regression proce- search routine. The increments in the search variables

dure used to deconvolute the T curve for a given set of were 0.05 MPa m " for the toughness parameters T,

,.,, tP) data. and T,. and 5 .m for the dimension parameters

To establish reasonable first approximations for a d and c.

search/regression procedure, we note two experimental (5) The set of T-curve parameters yielding the mim-

observations. The first is from the indentation/strength imum residual variance is selected.

data of Cook et al.' In a number of materials the o,, (P) IVRESULTS
data tended strongly to the asymptotic limit of region

. III at large indentation loads (Fig. 3). reflecting the The materials analyzed in this study are listed in
upper. steady-state toughness T. [see Eq. (13)] No Table 1, along with their Young's modulus. hardness.
analogous transition corresponding to T, -controlled grain size, and minor phase percentage. Previously pub-

* strengths in region I was observed: at low indentation lished 'J..4 . indentation-strength data for these materi-
loads the strength data were truncated by failures from als was used for the T-curve deconvolutions. [Some
natural flaws. Notwithstanding this latter restriction, data were removed from the original o'.,, (P) data sets at
we may use Eqs. (12) and ( 13) (with calibrated values large indentation loads, where the influence of second-
of tP and r from Sec. III A) to set upper bounds to T, ary lateral cracking was suspected to have significantly
and lower bounds to T. from strength data at the ex- decreased the magnitude of the residual stress intensity
tremes of the indentation load range. We expect from factor)] The resultant parameter evaluations are given
the observations of Cook et al. that the lower bound in Table II.
estimate of T. probably lies closer to the true value Our first exercise was to select a fixed value of the
than the upper bound estimate to T,. exponent m for the T-curve evaluations. Accordingly a

The second experimental observation is from the preliminary analysis of the o,, (P) data for two maten-
crack propagation work of Swanson et al..' who estimat- als displaying particularly strong T-curve influences i
ed the average distance between bridging sites at 2-5 their strength responses. namely the VII and V12 alumi-
grain diameters. We accordingly take the lower bound nas, was carried out. Figure 4 shows the minimum resid-
estimate for the interligament spacing d at I grain diam-
eter. Similar bounding estimates for c* are more diffi-
-ut, although the condition c* > d must be satisfied. 0

There is one further parameter we have to specify,
and that is the exponent of the ligament stress-extension 3 e-vi-

function m. We have alluded to the fact that the obser- z j12

vations of Swanson et al. indicate that a stabilizing, tail- Z
dominated stress-separation function should be appro- I '

pnate. with m.l in Eq. 5)_o --
Z

C. Regression procedure

With the first approximations thus determined we 2 -

search for the set of parameters for each set of o,, : P)
data. The scheme adopted to do this is as follows.

' 1 The T curve is set from Eqs. r I ) and f 6) and
the equilibrium 9-, (ci response is calculated from Eq.

i ; at each indentation load for which there are mea- :i3P,1NG ; NC . P' NE -

;ured strength data. FI; - The resdual mean .e'acim ,!teen iiteu fl m 'ej1Lri'

-f ) The predicted strength at each indentation load nueniatnon- irengih runctImn .er~ui hrtUmlnC

is determined numerically from the instability require- !or :he VI aiuminas. Note the relat~e nsensinsl r .
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Cook et al. Crack resistance

ual mean deviation as a function of m for these maten- 300

als. The deviation for both materials is greatest at m = 0
but thereafter at m > I is insensitive to the choice of ex-
ponent. The value somewhat arbitranly choscn for this -100
study was m = 2 in accord with that adopted in the con-
crete literature.

To illustrate the procedure and at the same time to
gain valuable insight into the crack evolution to failure 200

let us focus now onjust two of the listed alumina materi-
als in Table I, V12 and AD96. Figure 5 shows the
strength versus indentation load data for these materi- loo (a) AlO3 V121

J als.' The data points in this figure represent means and
standard deviations of approximately ten strength tests 8 oo
at each indentation load. The solid lines are the best fits ,
[Eqs. (1). (6), and ( 11) to the data. The dashed lines -
represent To-and T,. -controlled limits [Eqs. (12) and
(13) ]. As can be seen, the fitted curves smoothly inter- 400

sect the T,, -controlled limit at large indentation loads,
this tendency being greater for the AD96 material. This
smooth connection is a reflection of our choice of m 200

above; for m < 2 the o,, (P) curve intersects the T. lim-
it with a discontinuity in slope. At intermediate indenta-
tion loads the strengths tend to a plateau level, more I

strongly for the V12 material. In line with our conten- o -
tion that this plateau is associated with a strong micros- 1o

z
2 -1 2 o 3  

-

tructural influence we might thus expect the V12 mate-

rial to exhibit a more pronounced T curve. The larger INDENTATION LOAD P 'NI

separation of the T,- and T. -controlled limits for thea '.6uprt hscnetin ial, FIG. S. Indentation-strength data fits for the Vi2 .knd .AD'qI ailurni-

VI2. material in Fig. 6 supports this contention. Finally, iss. Note the rTetlais't pronounced plateau for the VII matenai. rii-

at small indentation loads the strengths cut off abruptly caive ofa strong T-curve influence. Oblique dasned jines are r -And

at the T0-controlled limit, corresponding to the case T, -controlled limiting solutions.

TABLE I. Materials analyzed in this study

Young's modulus Hardness Grain size Minor nase
Material E/GPa H 'GPa am "ef

Alumina ViI 393 19 1 20
VI2 393 19 0 41

AD999 386 201

N~D96 3103 141 11
AD9O 276 13 0 4 i)

F99 400 16A I I
HW 20h I

Sapphire 425 21 8

Glass- SLI 7 4

.eramics SL2 7 4 3
SU3 j7') 4 j
Macor '14 ' )
P. roceram :08 '4 A

Barium CH'un , )23 1

ianate CHi let 123

j Mater Res 1iY 2."1o 3 Mav',un !987
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N %

where the crack intersects no bridges prior to unlimited 3co
instabilttv :Figures o and show the corresponding equilibri-

um 7, cl and Tr functions that underlie the curse f -cC

its in Fig. 5. The a, ,' responses are plotted for several -
indentation loads, embracing the data range covered in
the indentation-strength experiments (e.g.. Fig. 5) The E 2oo-

most distinctive feature of these curves is that at low .01
indentation loads, where the initial crack size is some- - .
what smaller than the first barrier distance d, there are 1 00
two maxima, most notably in the V12 material. The first I /
maximum, at c < d, is a pure manifestation of the crack 'oo
stabilization due to the residual contact stress term [ Eq.

11 )]." The second maximum, at c -> d. results from
the additional, abrupt stabilization associated with the
microstructural closure forces. Of the two maxima. it is -
the greater that determines the strength Thus at very 4

low P i corresponding to region I in Fig. 3) the first
maxmum wins, and the instability takes the crack sys- P
tern to failure without limit ( e.g.. the P = 0. 1 N curves
for both the V12 material in Fig. 6 and the AD% maten- -
al in Fig. "). At intermediate P (region 1I in Fig. 3) the !5

' •second maximum becomes dominant, in which case the

1 10 10' 0: 0

3 00, , CRACK LENGR

"3 - ('N, 1 FIG a) Apphed stress venus equilibnum rac
, 

:engti ana

4 ,00- P =O"N .orrespondng T curve. tor ADWS alumina.

* A
"-... 200 -

.- 1 N ,Ncrack arrests before failure can ensue e.g.. the P = I N
. curves in Figs. b and -,) Note that the second maximum

,00, for the V12 alumina occurs at z 00urn. consistent with
abrupt initial jumps of 2-5 grain diameters reported b

' % "0001N Swanson et al. At large P , region III in Fig. 3,:he
N30 curves tend more and more to a single pronounced max-

3 imum, as we once more enter a region of invariant

S, O, v12) toughness. In all cases, however, we note that the stabi-lizing influences of the residual and microstructural

stress intensity factors render the strength insensitive to
4 (the intial crack length.

-. It is in the transition region, region II. where the
.- form of the T curve most strongly influences the crack. A
g 2 stability and strength properties. The T curve for the

-P "A V12 alumina rises more steeply than that for the ADQ6

alumina. The difference in responses for the two maten-
• als may be seen most clearly in the ;y (c) curves for

, P = 10 N. Figs. 6 and 7 In VI2 alumina the restraint
" ". :' 0 exerted on the crack by the interfacial bridges is appar-
-AK•  ently much stronger than in ADQ6 We note that the
_PC indentation-strength curves in Fig 5 may heseen as "ro-

a, --.piied tress' -crsusecuiihbnum :rack ength .aifferet rated" versions of the T curves in Figs. ii and -

ndentation loads and h, :rre !p:ndmg r" .urve. for Viz alumina. s A word is in order here concerning the -sensiti\ it\
lenved from the ndentation.trength data in Fig 5 of the parameter evaluation to the range of data. Figure
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Cook at a. CracKresistance

S shows the deconvoluted T curves for the V12 material
with individual data points at either end of the indenta- -

J.
tion load range deliberately omnitted Crom the base data
in Fig. 5(a 1When data are "lost" from the large Pend.
the high T cpar-tof the curve is most affected: similar-
1i. ror data omnissions at the small P end. the low T c)
part of the cur-ve is most affected. We may. regard the - ______________-

zurve shifts in Fig. 8 as characterizang the systematic;9
- Wuncertainty in our parameter evaluations, just as the

mean residual deviation in the regression procedure AD c96
'2-

characterizes the random uncertainty. We note that it is
those parameters that control the upper and lower 1
bounds of the T curve that are subject to the greatest t

uncertainty, since it is in these extreme regions ( espe-
'5-- cially in the T0-controlled region i where indentation-

% strength data are most lacking. The central portions of
the T curves in Fig. 8 are not altered substantially by the

deletion of strength data. PC N~

usflysummarize the relative T-curve behavior for the FIG Q Composiie nrlot .1 :he ieconloiurec T .ur ,s ,r 'n
rmidrof the materials listed in Table 11. The T materials

cuvsaeshown in Figs. 9-1l for each of the material
tye.aluminas. glass-ceramics. and Izarum titauiates.

Spca attention may be drawn to the fact that the V. DISCUSSION
cuvsfor the rnicrostructurally variant materials in We have considered a fracture toughness model

each of these composite plots tend to cross each other. based on an independently verified interface restraint
> ~ We note in particular that the curves for the polycrystal- mechanism" for explainin'g the microstructural effects

line alumninas in Fig. 9 cross below that for sapphire at peiul eotdi nettosrnt aa
small crack sizes. consistent with earlier conclusions key feature of our modeling is the strong stabilizing ef-

thattheintrnsi polcrvtal ougness(7) is ov- fect of grain-scale ligamentary bridges on the stability
eriid b grin oundry roprtis.'conditions for failure. nthis sense our explanation

differs somewhat from that originally offered hl us in

.3L

0. '0

-RAC LE2: 8

F4. I' Deovaue TyesSv oldfW'Ch aumn i i

ndnainsrnt dt ti mFgf5-ni ie n m

dai i3- ae ahd)ns ) e oa idxrm aa,,I( l FG C mxst po r'h eo -ue rs rh

i. 2ae e o .N 3 a/Jn18 5



Cooe a Crack resistance

characteristic ot the bridging process have since been
V .. c obser,,ed in other aluminas. -' glass--ceramics. -

SiC ceramics,:' and polymer cements. - The fact that
the resultant strength equations from the model can be
fitted equally well to all the materials examined in the

* - present study ser',es to enhance this :on% iction

A charactenstic feature of the failure properties of
T o the materials with pronounced T curves (e.g., VI2 alu-

mina) is the relative insensitivity of the strength to ini-
tial flaw size. Thlis is a vital point in relation to structural

.- design. Materials with strong T-curve responses have
S,-the quality of flaw tolerance. Ideally, it would seem that

.4 aS,,,, Jone should seek to optimize this quality Associated
with this tolerance is an enhanced crack stability This
offers the potential detection of failures. On the other
hand, there is the indication that such benefits may oniy

"A c be wrought by sacrificing high strengths at small flaw.,, 0 '0. 0 ': 'O0 105

'-C 0 sizes. This tendency is clearly observed in the wa. the
strength curves cross each other in Figs. -Q in Ref I

FIG I1 Cimposite )iot of the decon% oluted T ,:urNes for the hanum (corresponding to crossovers seen here in the T cur -es.

:a t rFigs. 9-I I ) In other words, the designer may ha~e to
practice the gentle art of compromise.

We reemphasize that the T-curve parameters Je-
Ref. I. where it was tacitly suggested that the micro- rived from the strength data (Table II) are elements of
structural influence might be represented as a positive curve fitting and are subject to systematic as well as to
decreasing function of crack size. The distinction the usual random uncertainties. Since any four of these
between negative increasing and positive decreasing K. parameters are independent, our numerical procedure,
functions is not easily made from strength data alone.) regardless of "goodness of fit," cannot be construed as
Although the earlier experimental observations used to "proof' of our model. Nevertheless. we may attach
establish the model' were based almost exclusively on strong physical significance to these parameters. For ex-
one particular alumina ceramic,' our own detailed crack ample. the relatively large values of r and c* for the VI
observations, and those of others, strongly suggest that materials relative to the corresponding parameters for"N
the model is generally applicable to other nontransform- the F99 alumina is a clear measure of a zreater T-curve
ing ceramics: the discontinuous primary crack traces effect in the former. More generally, the aluminas with

'p,

T-.BLE II T-:urse parameter derned from ,trength data for m = 2 from Refs I 1 4, i
'4".'

r r, r C
'daienai 14P3 m IPa m im '3 (m UM) ~JM) Ipa, .1M

SVii 1 3 408 3 S 10.4 40 .-20 2S0 1
V12 4 -9 4 (33 2.8 iti 8 ) 54 328
A D9Q9 2.2 4 30 .4 12.0 15 -5 Q8 3A
,D96 2 : '2.87 8 5 5 15 4N) 10)
SD9O 2. 3 21 13 8 4 5 2150 '
F94 2.'Q 3 50 91 5.4 15 30 4105 )034
HW 2.64 4 31 16 21 4 Q5 '0 153 *)42
Sapphire 310 3 10 113 0

-S,11 Oh6 98 64 H1 10
,- ,SU2 12 2 21) I f() 10 .S5 i'IQ "5

SL 35 258 10.4 N'o 25 505
Slacor 1 A 2 10 4 204 ' 4 432

'-,' Pvroceram 21,4 233 Q3 54 2Z .t.

CH(,:un
OV CHr!et '9 ' h i) :'' ') .
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glassy phases at their gran boundanes. or with instance. that "uperior' parameter eaiuatn, .

smaller grain ize, Tables I and 11 ; ha' e relatiel, low be obtained from larger crack ,eometrmf,,. par:icJjr.

toughness indices. r . mdicati ",, that there is some the. F, parameter" Howke'er. !he :ncent&::,.,. nc!::-

kind oftrade-off between ma'.,'oscoptc and microscopic ,doiog% :akes ,s chioser to the rtrent-,s I r'c..'-

toughness eels. ,t nat this trade-off! s controlled h% with natural tiaws. in part:cular to (he F -ntr fi.
the microar,ucture. We note also that the ma.imum gions notwithstanding our quaitf ,ing statcment, -ar.

srrmSS-separaton range parameters u" for the materials lier concerning this parameter), so that the present e a,-
% are in the range 0. 1-0.4 um, consistent with crack open- uations may be more appropriate tor designers.

ing displacement observations at the bridging
sites.4.1221-23 We thus suggest that such parameters VI. CONCLUSIONS
could serve as useful guides to materials processors, for. : (I ) An independently confirmed ligament bn-dging

" . tailoring materials with desirable, predetermined prop- model is used as the basis for analyzing obser' ed incen-
- .erties, especially with regard to grain boundary struc- ", .'- - "tation-strength data for a wide range of polvcr' staihine
,' ture. ceramic materials.

Mention was made in Sec. IV of the sensitivity of 2) Those materials with pronounced T cur'es
the parameter evaluations to the available data range. show the qualities ot -flaw tolerance" and enhanced
This has implications concerning conventional, large- crack stability.
crack toughness measurements. To investigate this,, .= 3 ) A fracture mechanics treatment of the incenta-
point further we p!ot in Fig. 12 the T. values deter- tion fracture system with microstructure-assoc:ated ac -
mined here against those measured independently by tors incorporated allows for the ,numertcai. dec no-
macroscopic techniques. The degree of correlation in)'z ,tlution of toughness/ crack - en gth i T-cur~e, funcnions

I'"A ! this plot would appear to lend some confidence to our from these data.
* fitting procedure (and to our a priori choices for the).._ _(4) Comparisons within a range of aiuminas iug-

parameters tb and y'). Since most of our strength data gest that those materials with "glassy" grain boundar.es
tend to come from regions toward the top of the T curve and smaller grman size have less pronounced T curves

we should perhaps not be too surprised at this correla- than those with "clean" boundaries.

tion.(5) The indentation-strength technique and :he
Finally, we may briefly address the issue of test toughness parameters deriving from it should serve as

specimen geometry in connection with the accuracy of useful tools for the development of ceramic matenals
the parameter evaluations. It has been argued else- with predetermined properties, especially wtth respect
where' that test specimen geometry can be a crucial fac- to grai boundary structure and chemistry
tor in the T-curve determination. It might be argued, for
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, = 99
= - . w APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF i, AND

Haoe , Here we derive numerical values for the dimension-
less parameters i and t characterizing the crack geome-

Z a - = sroce,, try and the intensity of the residual contact stress. re-
7 ,ao. spectively. The choices for these should vield agreement

- - S." -S/- between measured strength and toughness properties of

homogeneous materials with no measurable T-cur, e he-
havior (i.e.. K, = 0. T = T,=

We begin with the geometical iI, term. which is as-
sumed to be material independent. From the applied

, . stress; strength) o(, and crack length c._ at :he instahil-

:")NVENT'ONAL "GGNESS MPA ity point of an indentation, we can show that'

SFIG P!ot of T Table i1) is a function 1 ndependentiv mea- 3 V
,ured oughness using conventjonal macroscopic spec:mens Measurements o,; c. - for several homogeneous mate-
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Srials confirm that Eq A I , describes the toughness C I F1, -Jfan, H R Lan R F ( .,i m %Io \, .

* instability properties:' -" for Z', = I 24 We note that this Vfel,jt ,,Thi ?-died . . HR fi "Jr f, , I, D
kk" ~~Has,,¢man. and r" F L anie Penum \'..m rv ',

• is er lose to the talue of I _- calculated b finite n

element analyses or semictrcular :racks in surtaces of H Hutner -nd W J,.!e J \.' lte. S,: 12 -

[rn'd vpectmefls. R Knehanv inu R icinrre-n J 'i. .iZ! I.

Forthe l term vwe turn to Ref 13.%hereitisshown R Stenorech. R Knehan,. and%% ,i.a ,. M'.:-- I

that 1Q83 1
'P L. Swanson. C J Fairbanks, B R Lawn. Y Ma, ani B R

" =(E/ ) ; HA)) Hockey. J. Am Ceram. Soc. 70. 2'Q 1 98"

where is a material-independent constant. With this .w Mai and B. R. Lawn. Annu. Rev Mater Sci 41w i m r i n ot iy-Wt thas. R. Lawn. J Am. Ceram Soc "0. _'89 .j"

•result Eq. 12) may be rewritten as "R. F Cook. S W Freiman. B R. Lawn, and R C Pohanka. Ferr,-
,, 77,E 1H) (o,,P .A31 electrics 50, 267 (1983)

:P L. Swanson. in Advances in Ceramics in press,

where 'B R Lawn. A G. Evans. and D B Marsnail. J Am -Lram ",

7 (A4)63. 574, 1980)
'D R. Clarke, B R Lawn. and D H Roach. ;n Ret 4 pp -. 10

is another material-independent constant. From mea- 'I N Sneddon. Proc R Soc. London Ser A 181 _"ZQ : AQo

surements of o P ' 3 for a similar range of homogen- 'B R. Lawn and T R Wilshaw. Fracture )t BrStie Sotas Cam-
bridge U P. Cambridge. 1975

eous material we obtain 77 = 0.52.-' Hence ehmiatig 'D B. Marshall. B N Cox. and G ( Evans. Ncta %letail 33 21 1
from Eqs. ( AZ) and ( A4 yields 198!)

H) 256D) ,  
. '0 B Marshall and B R. Lawn. J Mtater !ci 14 "',)1 Q

ED B. Marshall. B R Lawn. and P Chantukut. J Mater bci 14.

which gives .=0040(E /H) 2225(19'9)
, R F Cook and D H Roach. I Mater Res 1. 559 -85,
'R F Cook (unpubhlshed work)

:,K. T Faber and A. G Evans. Acta Metall 31. 5- 1 q43
REERNCS'K. T Faber and A. G. Evans. J Am. Ceram. Soc. 66. C-1)4 :)83,
' REFERENCES :

4
S. L. Fortner (unpublished work).

R F Cook. B. R. Lawn. and C. J Fairbanks. J 4m. Ceram. Soc. 68. :'R. F Cook and B. R. Lawn. T Am Ceram Soc 66. C-0.,O
'1'(4 l85) :'R. F Cook. Ph.D. thesis, Universitt of New South Wales, Austraita.
R. F Cook. B R. Lawn. and C J Fairbanks. J Am. Ceram. Soc. 68. 1985.
jl6 1985i :_J C. Newman and I. S. Raiu, Eng. Fract. Mech. 15. :85 101tl

' R. F Cook. S W Freiman. and T L Baker. Mater. Sci Eng. 77, 199 :'P Chanikul. G Anstis. B R. Lawn. and D B Marsoall. J ,m

Ceram. Soc. 64. 539 11981
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Rgpwimad frm the Io..a" c( tbg 4Awmum Casm Saaety. Val '0. 440 6, Jue 1967 FgI 'siore trm tric re~jti'e n,,ionfl 1
LOVVnSm he 4s a gro oii.Ic the curses :riat the -Iiumrinus And 21as1-

ceramnics have '.sen rinx,J in rjer 1 _iM icrostruct Ural Effects on Grinding of iirti Zrnnmg trevi~ncc .n ,j

Alumina and Glass-Ceramics thtiiftl iiumiflusAn

D~stDB MARHALLresisanceThus ie iluminj A tn :ne'21

Rockweil Intemnationai Sc:ence Center. Thousand Oass. California -)I 3ry est resistance ;n fanie I Ic-Dh -i
ii.. with the greatest glass content This reuji

BRIAN R. LAwN' may come as no s-urpnise to those who pre-
Ceramics Division. National Bureau of Standardls. Gaithersburg, Maryland -10899 pare ceramic powder by ball milling aiu-

mina spheres with high glass content are
ROBERT F. COOK* found to be far more durable than similar
1 8 M ,Thomas I Watson Research Center. Yorktown Heights. New Yrk~ 10598 high-purity spheres Note also trom

A Table I that ror aluminas or comparatlie
Grinding forces .tere measured in aluminas and glass-cpramics with various prmthose with nirigher grindingtrss
'nicrostructures Thie microstructures were tbund to exert a profoundi influence on tance have tiner grain sizes ctA94 and

* :~~~he nwachinabihir% In particular, the controlling toughness variable is (hat which Vstl lot teetn.rw'-.
pertains to smnall cracks, not that conventionallY measured in a large-scale fracture the quantitative correlation bietween trindi-

specimen. Ing resistance and toughness parameter,
The macroscopic toughness T, i et .he
toughness K,, we measure in cons entional

F :s well clocumented that the princi- were made on selected ceramnic materials large-scale fracture testsi actui ,now,~ in
S pal material sariaole :n microtracture- for which well-characterized T-curve data inierse correlation '4itr 'he zrinoinli

co)ntrolled propertes of brittle ceramics, are available. The primary matenials were 5istance. On the otter liand. the mc
such as erosion, wear. and machining, is aluminas from a previous studv.' where the scopic toughness T, does appear to scaie :nl
the -toughness.- This is in accord with resistance characteristics were determined the right direction. The implication riere. it

*intuition: the greater the resistance to frac- from the strengths of specimens contaiin- course. is that the grinding damage process
ture. the harder it should be to remove Ing Indetation flaws.* In addition. two is determined at the scale of the mnicro-
materialI in localized. cumulative, surface commercial glass-ceramics were tested. A structure, The data for the two ziass-
contact processes. Implicit in existing ma- subsequent quantitative analysis of the ceramics in Table I serve to reinforce the
tenal removal theonies is the presumption indentation-strength data has provided point: on the basis of the T. values we
that toughness is a single-valued quantity upper (large crack size) and lower (small would be unable to choose between the two
for a given material. Recent studies of the crack sizao bounds. T. and T,), to the T materials. whereas the relative values or T
fracture properties of a wide range of ce- curves for these materials.' Table I lists confirm Niacor 4specified as a machinable
ramics call this presumption into senious these parameters for comparison with the glass-ceramic by its manufactureri is the

*question. toughness is generally not a ma- grinding results. material of lower grinding resistance
erial constant. but rather someicasn The griding forces were measured We conclude, therefore, that the time-

*function of crack size iR curve, or 7T using a dynamometer on the table of a sur- honored conception or "toughness 'is A
* uvetIn certain aluminas. for example. face grinding machine. Runs were made at universal indicator ot superior mechanicai

htoughness can increase bv a factor of 3 Fixed depths of cut. 5. 10. 15. and :0 tAm. properties. at least on the microscaie. needs
) r so. depending on the microstructure. using a :40-grit diamond wheel iwidth to be carefully qualified The use it cor-
The T-curve effect is seen most stronely in 10 11mn, rotating at 330() rpm with a hart- vennonal tracture toughness -%IUdIins :o
atuminas with arger grain sizes and lower zontal feed rate ot l6 mm-s and with predict resistance to wear, erosion. and ma-

*-.contents of iraan-ooundarv glassy phase. water-soluble oil lubirication. The concdi- chining may cead to imprujdent choices or
%slost notably, the T curves (or different tions of our experiments were such that the matrinals tor structural applications On the

*aiaminas tend to cross each oither." so that scale i-f individual damage events was al- positive side, a mnore complete untder-
t he toughness rankings at large and small ways much smaller than the depths ot ct standing of the rnicromecnanics niat

% ~crack sizes appear to be reversed. C'.early. The specimens were first cut into bars determine the complete crack resistance
if w~e wish to retain toughness as an indi- 5 mm wide and then mounted in a .- w on curve may ultim itei%. nelP us inrtimize

* ator of wear resistance. we need to qualify the dynamometer so that torce inca microstruclurai cements iciss :onie9ti.
'he scale o)n which this parameter is deter- surements could be made on ill matenais in cramn ize. etc tor minimum .urtaict

mndIndeed, such a need was fore- a single pass. The results ire plotted in derato
shadowed in an earlier experimental study
on the erosion resistance of ceramic mate-
rials by Wkiederhorn and Hockey

Accordingiv. urface ginding tests

Table I Comparison of Toughness and Grindi Resistance Paramieters'

~~~~l H ~E~ _-''ALvs Alumina AD(l )-
Sapphire
A D9ha IC

orr-oJ 'ic-.,mmber __ Is~c >rs~cIal-4 I I '-

,iaOr"ned 1), -rek e Irideendeni Rese3rch,' ilIi
rGDeveioement Pmeram DB.Ni, i e I- S krmv.Vsa Ii ta~

Rest=rr Oifice EIRL.
*Memrjer. -tine American ( cramic Societv Glass-ceramic Pvroceram' SC3
4niv haii materils Oniiai isaiiabir in Jik iiviacor' 3I

W'fil fl 7111 arier -ork -ere .elected The trenath,
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049th Of Cut (ian)
* Fig, I Verticili grnding forces as tuntbof of depth of cut. Open symbols

represent jiumanas. closed symbols represent! glass ceramiacs.
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